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SYNOPSIS

Althouah it is now generally agreed that glass 

exhibits sone fora of permanent deformation under an 

indenter, the role of plastic flow in the fracture process 

is still controversial. In the early stages of the work 

described in this thesis, some preliminary experiments were 

carried out on two different phenomena which, it was felt, 

night add useful information about the flow and the 

fracture processes. The initial results seemed interesting 

and it was realised that the intermittent nature of the 

experimental routines made it simple and efficient to 

continue with both investigations running in parallel, 

rather selecting one of them for detailed exploration.

In this thesis it will be convenient to describe the 

two investigations separately and to discuss the individual 

results before. finally, considering their possible 

contribution to our understanding of the fracture process 

in glass.

The first part of the thesis will be concerned with 

the study of spontaneous cracking in fused silica glass 

when it is immersed in particular alkaline solutions but in 

the absence of any applied stress. An account of the 

experimental methods used to explore the process and the 

results obtained is followed by a discussion of the nature 

of the phenomenon. It is suggested that the cracking is due 

to the extension of pre-existing surface microcracka under 

mechanical stresses developed in the course of a chemical 

interaction between the silica glass and the alkaline 

solutions. The form of the reaction is not clear, but some
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sìBple calculations i(ive soae idea of the possible nuabers 

of ions involved.

In the second part, an investigation of the phenoaena 

associated with indentation of the surface of silica and 

soda-liae-silica glass is described. Series of indentation 

tests, using three indenterà with different interfacial 

angles, were carried out and the features produced beneath 

the indentar were exaained by virtual sectioning of the 

indent as well as by a novel etching technique. Shear flow 

lines were found beneath indents on soda glass for all 

three indenterà and it will be argued that this indicates 

that the criterion for flow can not be siaply the tensile 

surface strain iaposed by the indentar; no flow lines were 

found in silica glass.

Finally, with soae disappointaent, we shall conclude 

that although effects of intrinsic interest have been 

explored, as yet they do not appear to shed auch light on 

the role of plastic flow in the fracture of glass.
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CKAPTBR ONB

INTRODUCTION

Despite its brittle naturei glass has been chosen for 

a variety of uses over «any centuries, often because of its 

apparent cheaical inertness. Research over recent decades, 

however, has desonstrated that glass should not be 

considered as an ideally brittle saterial and that under 

sose conditions chesical reactivity can be seen to play an 

isportant role in its sechanical behaviour.

The criterion for fracture of an ideal, perfectly 

brittle eaterial was presented in the euch cited paper by 

Griffith (1920) which was probably the first atteept at a 

quantitative approach to the aechanics of fracture. Crack 

propagation in elastic solids was considered essentially in 

a theraodynaaic Banner using the principle of energy 

conservation: propagation proceeds by the conversion of 

elastic energy, stored in the body containing the crack and 

in the loading systea, into surface free energy of the 

fracture surfaces. Detailed analysis shows that this 

energy-balance criterion for crack propagation in an 

elastic solid can be expressed as:

- £U > £T 
fk Sk ( 1 )

where U is the stored elastic energy, T is the surface free 

energy and A is the area of the newly foraed crack 

surfaces.

Hence for ideal brittle fracture the elastic energy 

released would be equal or greater than the free energy of 

the newly foraed surfaces during crack extantion. However,



■ost materlali exhibit additional energy diaaipating 

prooeaaea near to the crack tip and in auch caaea the 

released elastic energy would need to provide both the 

surface energy and the energy expended in the aaterial» P, 

at the crack tip. Therefore:

T ♦ P s 0 [21

where fi is the fracture surface energy of a real solid. 

Hany studies of the slow crack propagation into virgin 

glasses have highlighted an additional deviation froa 

ideally brittle behaviour: that of environaent sensitivity. 

A variety of test conditions have been eaployed including 

air ( at different hualdities, teaperatures and 

pressures ), water, alchohols and liquid nitrogen. Froa 

these tests a general agreement has emerged that water 

plays a dominant role in the fracture process.

Reports by Kies and Clark (1969), Schonert, Uahauer 

and Kleaa (1969), Wiederhorn (1967) and Weidaann (1973) 

presented remarkably consistent results for slow crack 

propagation in dry/vacuua, moist air and liquid 

environments. The typical curves found by these authors are 

illustrated in Figure 1.1 . The results consistently show 

that the curves of log(crack speed) against strain energy 

release rate , G, are independent of environaent at high 

values of G. But, for values of G, lower than about 

8 Jm-2, the curves show an environment dependence governed 

by humidity. At the lowest values of C, Figure 1.1 shows 

the curves for water and moist air tending towards a 

limiting value, suggesting that below some critical value 

of G, crack propagation may not occur. However, it is not



FIGURE I . l  *̂ '̂ *̂ *‘ SDMd against Strain Energy Release Rate
for crack propagation in  glasses under dry-vacuum, 

humid a ir  and water environments.



obvious what magnitude to assign to this limiting value.

Wiederhorn (1967) considered that the curves of 

log(crack speed) against G in humid air reflected three 

distinct stages of cracli growth: Region I at low values of 

G; a second intermediate stage Region lit where the crac)( 

speed is virtually independent of G and finally* Region 

III where the environment-independent cracking occurs at 

high values of G. This third region was later assigned the 

descriptive tern of instsntaneous frmctur» by Weidnann and 

Holloway (1974b).

The simple energy balance criterion put forward by 

Griffith { equation [1] ), to describe crack propagation 

also implies, however, that the reverse process, i.e. crack 

healing nay be expected if:

-  f iJ  < £T
iK SK i3]

Crack reversal is rarely observed; indeed because of 

the complications introduced by plastic processes during 

propagation it may be that only ideally brittle materials 

would be expected to exhibit such a phenomenon. For semi- 

brittle materials that undergo plastic deformation at the 

crack tip, crack extension will often cause irregularities 

on the crack surfaces. Upon the removal of the applied 

load, although the relaxing elastic field around the crack 

will attempt to bring the fracture surfaces together, the 

surface irregularities will prevent complete surface 

contact and the crack essentially remains open. Although in 

very brittle materials smooth fracture surfaces may be 

produced they are often accompanied by surface steps,



•triationa or debria which can also wedge the crack and 

prevent cloaure.

Under controlled conditiona glaaa doea exhibit crack 

healing although thin aay not have been realiaed until the 

1960*a when nuaeroua workera were applying fracture 

aechanioa and alow crack propagation teata to glana. Finkel 

and Kutnik (1962a'»b) reported that cracka in aoda glana 

platen propagated and cloned upon the application and 

rénovai of bending aoaenta. Outwater and Gerry (1967) 

deacribed cracka which becaae inviaible upon unloading and 

renained ao until reloaded. The load bearing 

characteriatica of healed cracka in aoda>liae-ailica glaaa 

were quantified by Wiederhorn and Townaend (1970) while 

Stavrinidia (1980) extended auch work to encoapaaa healing 

in fuaed ailica glaaa and aone of the effecta of 

environnent on the healing phenonenon. Stavrinidia found 

that healed cracka were not only load bearing, i.a. a 

finite load waa required for repropagation, but with aging 

or annealing the atrain energy required for repropagation, 

Gr »approached that neceaaary for very low apeed 

propagation in virgin glaaa, G v , ( Figure 1.2 ).

Although the healing of cracka haa been eatabliahed in 

a range of glaaaea, it ia clear fron the effecta of tine 

and environnent that the proceaa reaponaible doea not 

repreaent true crack reveraibility aa predicted by the 

Griffith energy balance criterion. The energy for 

repropagation, 0, , waa connonly found to be aignificantly 

greater than the nornal aurface free energy of thoae 

glaaaea.



SroHNENERGY RELEASE RAIE [ J m M ]

FIGURE l.Z  Crack speed against Strain Energy Release Rate for
the repropagation of aged, healed cracks compared to the 
propagation of v irg in  cracks In a i r  (soda-llme-slllca glass, 

a fte r Stavrindls ♦ HolloMy 1983).



Stavrinidi* and Holloway (1983) concluded that water, 

in particular, played an important role in the crack 

healing process. During the initial propagation of the 

crack, water froe the ataosphere will adsorb onto the newly 

foraed fracture surfaces. As the applied streaa is relaxed 

and G is reduced below a critical, but still finite, level 

crack closure occurs. This brings the once open fracture 

surfaces together again and an initial adhesion aay be 

possible due to hydrogen bonding between the opposing 

layers of water aolecules adsorbed from the ataosphere. The 

evidence supporting an increase in adhesion with tine or 

annealing, i.e. the increase in Or required for 

repropagation, suggests that the early hydrogen bonding 

process is then followed by a progressive interaction 

between the surface layers, now incorporating water, and 

the SiOz network of the bulk glass. Michalske and Fuller 

(1985) supported the role of hydrogen bonding in the glass 

healing process and provided a theoretical aodel of 

hydrogen bonded linkages which successfully predicts the 

energy required to repropagate or reopen cracks.

By contrast, tests carried out by Weidaann (1973) 

using dry liquids such as paraffin and disethyl sulphoxide 

( DNSO ) desonstrated that, at low values of 0, trace 

anounts of water suffice to increase the rate of crack 

propagation. Hence, water can either proaote crack healing 

or crack propagation depending upon the energy available to 

the crack.

Explanations of environmentally enhanced crack 

propagation are usually made on the assumption ( not always



Bade explicit ) that the aaterial is ideally brittle; i.e. 

any inelastic deforaation zone at the crack tip is 

considered negligibly saall, Hichalske and Frieaan (1983K 

Lawn (1983) and Frieaan (1985). However, an alternative 

school of thought, which supports a process of limited 

plasticity at the crack tip even in glass, has been 

proposed as a possible solution to the longstanding, 

fundaaental anoaally in the energetics of glass fracture: 

the noraal fracture energy exceeds the surface energy by a 

substantial factor. A zone is envisaged ahead of the 

advancing crack tip within which soae fora of inelastic or 

other energy dissipating process occurs prior to rupture. 

To date, no aodel has been proposed to explain the 

transition from flow to rupture in the zone around a crack 

tip. However, if such a zone did precede an advancing crack 

tip, water night assist propagation either by reducing the 

local stress necessary to fora the zone or by causing an 

earlier transition froa flow to rupture.

An understanding of the long tera durability of glass, 

the attack on noraal glass surfaces under zero applied load 

by water or aqueous solutions, is also incoaplete. Perhaps 

the earliest recognition of surface corrosion in water was 

made by Lavoisier (1770). Upon distilling water in a glass 

vessel, a white precipitate foraed, equal in weight to that 

lost by the vessel, whilst the weight of water reaained 

unchanged. Subsequent technological advances offer detailed 

cheaical analyses of leached glass surfaces, but, often, 

durability is still aeasured siaply by grading different 

glasses relative to each other according to their



appearance after exposure to aiailar teat environaents.

Cheaical analysis has shown that for glass in contact 

with aqueous solutions alkali ions are extracted into 

solution to leave an alkali deficient / silica rich surface 

layerl Pantano, Dove and Onoda (1976)i Hench and Clark 

(1978). The foraation of this layer aakes further alkali 

extraction increasingly difficult as the alkali ions have 

to diffuse froB ever deeper in the bulk glass; it has» for 

instance» been observed that the rate of extraction of 

alkali ions froa coaaercial silicate glasses falls with the 

square root of tiae» Douglas and Isard (1949). Hydrogen 

ions supplied by water in the solution were suggested as 

the replaceaent for the leached alkali by Charles (1958). 

More recently Paul (1977) and Brnsberger (1980) have both 

proposed that although charge neutrality is aaintained by 

such an exchange the field intensity of a bare proton would 

not allow it to exist in a condensed phase. Rather, they 

suggest, the proton is probably accoapanied by water to 

fora a hydroniua ion, HjO*.

No atteapt will be aade here to enter into the 

coaplexities of leaching at glass surfaces. However, froa 

the basic ideas of the ion exchange process the possibility 

of a physical or structural change at the glass surface can 

be envisaged. Differences in the radii of the ions involved 

in any exchange at the glass surface could cause surface 

shrinkage or swelling and this night have a direct 

influence on crack propagation. For exanple, claias that 

surface shrinkage can lead to erasing and exfoliation have 

been nade by Metcalfe, Gulden and Schaits (1971), while the



technique of ion stuffing to force glass surfaces into 

coapression so as to increase the resistance to crack 

initiation or propagation, is coaaon in the production of 

toughened glass, Nordberg, Mochel, Garfinkel and Olcott 

(1964), Fine and Danielson (1988).

The role of surface flaws in liaiting glass strength 

was realised by Griffith (1920). The slow crack extension 

froB Bicroscopic surface cracks is now widely accepted as 

the cause of fatigue in abrasion daaaged glass. The 

initial, slow extension is followed by rapid crack growth 

and failure of the specinen. Exanples of crack extension 

have been reported, however, in specinens under zero 

applied load. Despite the lack of an externally applied 

load, a finite stress Bust be present at the crack tip to 

produce propagation, i.e. a value of G >, Gv is required. 

Hence, this Bust be provided by the corrosion BechanisB.

Newton, Holloway and Hench (1979) have reported 

exaaples of cracks that could have extended by sone fora of 

spontaneous cracking process under zero applied load in 

speciBens of weathered RoBan and Bedieval stained glasses. 

Features were regularly found which superficially resenbled 

corrosion pits, but in fact showed conchoidal Barkings and 

striations on their surface and are seBi-ellipsoidal in 

fora. To create these oyster-shell or lenticular shaped 

fractures a surface crack Bust have extended into the bulk 

but for soBe reason then turned back towards the surface. 

Siailar fractures have been recognised in a partially 

developed state, where the fragnent of glass has not 

spalled away froB the surface and the crack tip is still



within the bulk aaterial. Adaaa (1974) was able to produce 

such features in aodern glasses by a process of annealing, 

abrasion, and subsequent soaking in water. Newton et al 

also described a lenticular fracture on the inside surface 

of a Bodern borosilicate glass reflux condenser which had 

suffered Bechanical danage by iapact. It should be pointed 

out that although the aechanical danage was the probable 

cause of the initial flaw the lenticular crack propagation 

was believed to have been produced by the environaental 

attack which followed. This particular exanple suggests 

that the presence of a teaperature gradient in the glass 

aay contribute to forcing the crack to turn back towards 

the surface rather than continuing into the bulk. An 

illustration of the oyster shell / lenticular cracks 

described by Newton et al (1981) is included in Figure 1.3.

The environaental pH during the leaching process at 

glass surfaces has drawn regular attention. Continuous 

leaching by a saall quantity of solvent will obviously lead 

to an alteration in the concentration as ions are exchanged 

between solution and glass. Although acids ( with the 

notable exception of hydrofluoric acid ) show little 

reaction with glass, strongly alkaline solutions will 

readily dissolve Bany silica-based glasses to leave a 

clear, sBooth surface, Doreaus (1973).

The effects of alkaline solutions on glass are not so 

straight forward when Betal ions are added to the solution,, 

as they act as inhibitors and reduce the rates of attack, 

Hudson and Bacon (1958). CalciuB was found to act in such a 

Banner by Oka, Ricker and ToBozawa (1979), and in further







experiaents at the saae research institute, Toaoeawa, Oka 

and Wahl (1981) discovered an unusual phenoaenon which, as 

will becoae apparent, largely inspired the exp>eriaents 

reported in this section of the present thesis. The 

addition of the heavier, alkaline earth ions, bariua and 

strontiuB, to IN NaOH caused spontaneous cracking in the 

surface of fused silica speciaens at 80*C. Under identical 

test conditions, the severity of cracking was greatest on 

speciaens tested in solutions containing bariua, which lead 

Toaozawa et al to suggest that the larger the atoaic weight 

of the alkaline earth eleaent in solution the greater the 

tendency for surface cracking.

By exposing abraded speciaens to these solutions it 

was discovered that the spontaneous cracking waa enhanced 

by pre-existing surface cracks. Not suprisingly the 

cracking lead to a draaatic reduction in the aechanical 

strength of the saaples. Fused silica rods were treated for 

fourteen hours in either IN NaOH or IN NaOH * O.OOl gran 

aol per litre BaCl? at 80*C followed by aeohanical strength 

tests under four point bending. The aean strength of the 

rods treated in the bariua doped solution fell to sbout one 

fifth of those treated in sodiua hydroxide.

Since the alkali content of this type of glass is 

extreaely low, Toaozawa et al disaissed the possibility 

that interaction with the solutions lead to the developaent 

of surface stresses by the exchange of ions of dissiailar 

size. Instead, they proposed a theory of cheaical wedging; 

they suggested that the alkaline earth ions were deposited 

in pre-existing aicrocracks and that increasing deposition



would force the crack walls apart and cause the crack to 

extend. Regardless of the aeohanlsa, however, it was 

recognised that this phenomenon might be of particular 

practical interest for the detection of previously sub- 

microscopic surface cracks.

These observations suggested further experiments would 

be of interest and an extension of this work formed a major 

part of the present study of the spontaneous self-extension 

of cracks under tero applied load. The opportunity was 

taken to examine the effects of alkaline solutions on soda- 

line-silica glass as well as a variety of commercial fused 

silica glasses of different manufacture and trace element 

compostion. A variation of the test solutions was initially 

considered important in an attempt to verify the dominant 

chemical constituent causing cracking together with the 

study of the temperature dependence of the process.

Tonosawa et al found more extensive solution cracking 

on abraded surfaces. However, it is not clear to what 

extent this effect arises from the repropagation of cracks 

which have healed during the post-abrasion relaxation 

rather than by the extension of the surface microcracks 

into virgin glass. Experiments were therefore designed to 

attempt to determine the dominant process occuring with the 

chosen solutions snd materials.



EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

2.1 Introduction

The present chspter describes the sppsrstus and 

techniques eaplojred to exaaine the propagation of both 

aacroscopic and aicroscopic surface cracks in soda liae 

silica and several fused silica glasses in various test 

environaents.

The preparation of speciaens to acheive different 

surface conditions and the use of a double torsion aachine 

to produce speciaens containing aacroscopic cracks are 

described. Crack extension under both sero and finite 

applied loads and the repropagation of healed cracks will 

be discussed.

CHAPTER TWO

2.2 Materials

Two different glass coapositions were used during 

testing: soda-liae>silioa ( soda ) and fused silica glass.

The soda glass took the fora of 1 as thick aicroscope 

slides ( Select aicroslides. Chance Propper Ltd. ) or 3 aa 

Float glass ( Pilkington Bros. Ltd. ).

Five different grades of fused silica were used, 

supplied by either Theraal Syndicate Ltd. or Heraeus Ltd.. 

The cheaical coapoaition of all five grades is quoted as at 

least 99.9X SiO;, plus trace quantities of other eleaents. 

The five do differ, however, according to their process of 

aanufacture and surface finishing. The fora and diaensions 

of the five grades as supplied together with relevant



coMents are included in Table 2.1 •

The noBinal coapoaitions of the soda and fused silica 

glasses are presented in Table 2.2.

2.3 Solution Preparation

The following solutions were used as test environnents 

during different stages of the experiaental progranae:

a) Distilled water.

b) IN NaOH.

c) IN NaOH ♦ 0.001 graa aol per litre BaCl?.

d) 1 litre HzO * 0.001 graa aol BaCl;.

The solutions were prepared and stored at laboratory 

teaperature using plastic receptacles. The solutions were 

aixed using distilled water and coaaercial grade laboratory 

reagents ( British Drug Houses Ltd. )•

2.4 Materials Preparation

All types of stock aaterial were cut to conveniently 

sized saaples either by using a diaaond iapregnated wheel 

or a score and break technique« depending upon the accuracy 

of speciaen diaensions or the condition of the cut surface 

finish required.

To produce samples that would later be used to study 

the propagation of aacroscopic cracks, aicroscope slides, 

or snail plates cut to approxiaately 2.5 ca wide and froa 4 

to 7 CB long, were used. A crack was initiated at one end 

of each plate by asking a fine score about 1 ca long on one 

face with a diaaond, taking care to ensure the score was 

central and orthogonal to the sample edge. Then by tapping
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% Microscope
Slides

Boat Glass « Fused Silica 
(All Grades)

SiO, 72.3 72.7 99.9

Na,0 13.4 12.9 T
R

A

K,0 0.6 0.6 C
E

CaO 9.0 9.0 Q
u

A

MgO 3.1 3.1 N

• T

AI,0, 1.0 1.0 T

E

Others 0.7 0.7 S

(1) Chance Proper Ltd.

(2) Pilkington Bros. Ltd.

Table 22  Nominal composition of glasses.



gentljr on the reverse side of the score a short orack was 

produced. If desired this crack could then be extended to a 

known length prior to testing using a double torsion 

■achine.

Por the study of the behaviour of surface aicrocracks» 

speciBens were tested either in their as-received condition 

or after different surface treataents. Ground and polished, 

sawn and fractured surfaces were each exaained as well as 

surfaces danaged by abrasion with 320 grade silicon carbide 

paper, indentation with diaaond pyraaid indenterà or siaple 

scratching with a diaaond.

2.S The Double Torsion Hachine

Speciaens containing aacroscopio cracks were produced 

using a double torsion machine. The aachine, designed by 

the author and based on previous models made in this 

laboratory by Weidmann (1973) and Stavrinidis (1980), was 

used to produce controlled cracks of a reproducible crack- 

front profile and also served as a clamp when studying the 

repropagation of healed cracks.

The machine and the principle of its operation are 

illustrated schematically in Figure 2.1 . A torque is 

applied to the specimen via a pair of pins, PI, mounted on 

an arm that can rotate about an axis exactly central to 

these and a second pair of fixed pins, P2. The shaft of the 

rotatable arm is contacted to a pulley wheel, A . The 

rotation of this pulley under an applied force, either by 

hanging weights from a cord attached to its perimeter or by 

a displacement of the micrometer loading screw, SL, causes



7
FIGURE 2J a) Application of a torque, H, via double torsion 

b) and c) Lateral and plan views respectively of 
specimen loading in the double torsion machine.



the rotating pins, PI. to exert a torque on one half of the 

apeciaen. This then generates an equal but opposite torque 

via the fixed pins.

Each pair of pins is hard soldered to separate saall 

steel blocks, B, that can pivot about a central screw so 

that speciaens of different thickness can be accoaaodated. 

Once adjusted so that all four pins are in contact with 

their respective surfaces of a speciaen, the blocks can be 

securely fixed in postion by lateral screws, S< The setting 

of the pins was inportant to ensure that straight cracks 

were produced running centrally in the speciaen.

An angled, aild steel fraaework supports a hinged ara 

to which the double torsion aachine can be attached. The 

hinged a m  facilitates easy insertion of speciaens and the 

double torsion aachine can be aounted above or below the 

ara in order provide the option of propagating cracks 

vertically upwards or downwards. With the aachine below the 

hinged arn, speciaens could also be claaped at their 

uncracked end and iaaersed in a test cell to observe healed 

crack repropagation under sero applied load.

2.6 Production of Macroscopic Cracked Speciaens

The double torsion aachine was eaployed to study crack 

propagation under an applied load or to prepare aacroscopic 

cracks in speciaens that would then be iaaersed in various 

test solutions under zero applied load.

For crack propagation studies, speciaens which had had 

a crack initiated at one end by the diaaond score technique 

were inserted into the double torsion aachine with the
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short crack central to the two sets of loading pins. The 

double torsion aachine, attached below the hinged 

supporting a m, was then lowered so as to iaaerse the 

speciaen into a cell containing the test solution. A load 

was applied to the speciaen by hanging weights froa a cord 

fixed to the loading pulley ( A ) and passing over a 

secondary pulley on the fraaework.

To produce speciaens with aacroscopic cracks for use 

under zero loading, speciaens were inserted in the double 

torsion aachine as previously described and the loading are 

screw ( SL ) was eaployed to propagate a crack at 

laboratory teaperature and huaidity to a length 

approxiaately three quarters of the total speciaen length. 

With the speciaen illuainated at a favourable angle, so 

that the crack tip was clearly visible, the crack length 

was aeasured with a travelling aicroscope. The aaxiaua 

extension was narked using a vernier eyepiece and as the 

load was gradually reaoved by turning the loading ara screw 

anti-clockwise any crack closure was aeasured.

The greatest closure was found with speciaens aounted 

vertically above the machine. This was probably because 

fracture debris from the diaaond scratch or propagated 

crack could not fall into the crack and wedge it open once 

the load was reaoved. With this upwards configuration soae 

cracks closed alaost as far back as the original diaaond 

scratch. When it was desired to avoid or limit healing, 

cracks were propagated vertically downwards.



2.7 Imaeraion Teit» Under Zero Applied Load

For testing st laboratory teaperatures, aaaplea with 

preformed cracks or a selected surface treataent were 

completely immersed in test solutions held in polythene or 

perspex trays. The trays were covered to reduce solution 

evaporation and contamination. Fresh solution was 

occasionally added if the level fell to the extent that 

speciaens might be uncovered. The test period varied up to 

aaxiaua of six months.

Specimens for testing at elevated temperature were 

initially immersed at laboratory temperature in a solution 

held in a polythene bag within a Pyrex beaker. The bag was 

tied at the top with wire and the beaker was then 

transfered to an oven { Hereaus Ltd. ) at 80*C. The 

greatest temperature fluctuations were experienced on 

opening the oven to remove or replace individual specimens, 

however» the temperature fall was less than 5*C for ten 

minutes. Normally the temperature was controlled to within 

t 2*C.

The polythene bag was used to prevent contact between 

the teat solution and the glass ( Pyrex ) beaker which 

provided security against any leakage of solution. The 

duration of the test at 80*C varied but was usually 

restricted to less than fourteen days by solution 

evaporation or complete specimen degradation.

Great care was taken whenever removing any specimen 

from solution for the measurement of crack length or for 

inspection of the surface. Beakers containing solutions at 

80*C were allowed to cool to laboratory temperature before



speciaens were reaoved. Speciaens conteininc ■acroacopic 

cracks were tranafered to a double torsion aachine which 

served as a claap while the crack length was aeasured. Such 

a speciaen was transfered by gripping it with tweesers at 

its uncracked end« and then the loading ara screw of the 

double torsion aachine was carefully adjusted so that the 

speciaen was Just supported in an upright postion. The 

crack length was aeasured with a travelling aicroscope.

Tests at both laboratory and elevated tesperature 

established that the speciaen orientation while isaersed in 

solution was of no significance to the rate of crack growth 

or healed crack repropagation. Noraally in prolonged tests« 

up to six sonths, the test solution was topped up as 

needed. But a control test, in which the teat solution was 

carefully replaced with a fresh batch each week over a aix 

aonth period, deaonstrated that the age of the solution 

during a long tera test at laboratory teaperature was also 

of no apparent iaportance to crack propagation behaviour.

The iasediate response of healed cracks to isaersion 

in the test solutions was also studied. Healed, cracked 

speciaens were claaped at the uncracked end so that they 

hung into an eapty teat cell below. The crack tip position 

was noted using a travelling aicroscope and then the test 

solution was introduced into the cell. Once the crack was 

coapletely iaaersed and the solution level was above the



crack tip any repropagation was aeaaured as a function of 

line.

2.8 Soeciaen Preparation For X-Ray Fluorcacent

Analyaia

A number of fused silica speciaenst after testing in 

selected solutions under zero applied stress» were selected 

and prepared for X-ray fluorescent spectroscopy.

Following the teat inaersion, the speciaens were 

carefully reaoved from the solution, washed under running 

distilled water for two ainutes and then placed in an 

ultrasonic cleaning bath containing distilled water and a 

surface decontaainant ( Decon 90 ) for 30 ainutes. The 

speciaens were then dried using wara air. The aia of this 

procedure was to eliainate, as far as possible, any 

precipitation froa the test solution onto the speciaen 

surface and within cracks. A speciaen of fused silica in 

its as-received condition was also subjected to this 

cleaning procedure.

Fused silica speciaens in the following conditions 

were scanned for bariua and sodiua content:

a) As received.

b) After 4 days iamersion in IN NaOH * 0.001 gran aol 

per litre BaClz at 80*C.

c) After 6 days iaaeraion in IN NaOH at 80*C.

d) After 11 days imaersion in IN NaOH at 80*C.



CHAPTER THREH

RESULTS AHD PRELIMINARY DISCUSSION

Introduction

In this chapter the effects of different alkaline 

soluions on soda-liBe*silica and fused silica glasses are 

presented» with particular attention paid to crack 

propagation on both the nicroscopic and aacroscopic scale 

under zero applied load.

The general degradation of the surface of speciaens in 

the different environaents will be described qualitatively 

and illustrated by a series of photoaicrographs. The fora 

of aicrocracking will be discussed in detail.

The behaviour of soda liae silica and fused silica 

glasses will be described separately with the effects of 

water, IN NaOH and IN NaOH * 0.001 graa aol per litre BaCl? 

given proainence. The differences between results obtained 

at laboratory teaperature and 80*C will be highlighted.

Results fros tests which were designed in an atteapt 

to discover the aechanisas involved in the spontaneous 

extension of cracks are then described. These include soae 

quantitative results for the repropagation of healed cracks 

under zero applied load, the extension of cracks into 

virgin glass under zero load ( the tern virgin is used in 

context of propagating cracks into aaterial that has 

previously reaained unfractured ) and the effect of 

selected solutions on the alow crack propagation under 

applied load.

To aid coBparison of the results of the present study
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and those of previous investlcations, graphs representing 

crack propagation rates under applied loads eaploy the 

fracture aechanics paraaeter G, the strain energy release 

rate.

3.2 Surface Degradation of Soda Liae Silica Glass 

laaersion in distilled water produced no obvious 

visible changes in the surface of soda-liae-silica 

specimens even after six months at 80* C.

At laboratory temperatures» between 18 and 20*C» none 

of the selected alkaline solutions had any obvious effect 

but at 80*C both sodium hydroxide and sodium hydroxide 

containing barium chloride gave rise to pits on damaged 

surfaces. Such pits are illustrated in Figure 3.1a; they 

are steep sided» smooth hollows» often elongated in the 

direction of scratches around which they have formed and 

may coalesce to give a "rope coil" appearance. Similar 

pits occur in the mist zone of a fracture surface as is 

illustrated by Figure 3.1b . Pitting did not occur on 

surfaces» such as the mirror zone of fractures» which were 

free of microscopic abrasions and cracks.

Overall, the effect of alkaline solutions on soda- 

line-silica glass appears to be confined to the development 

of pits at the site of surface nicrocracks and this 

contrasts sharply with the behaviour of silica glass to be 

described below.



Soda-li».-Hnii:« »peui.fii. abraded uilll 320 «rade ailir..u 

carbide. i daya in IN NallH * 0.001 eaol per litre DaCl ai 

80'C. niualratiin aurface pin ini and "rope coil" effeei 

Along «urfac»* «cratchet.

Scali*:

Figure 3. li)
Mist zone of a fracture »urface on aoda-li«e-»ilica aftt?r r! 

days iaa^'ision in IX XaOH ♦ 0.001 gnol per litre BaCl ai 

fiO' ( . Illustrating pUling over the mist zone but note th>‘ 

clear area to the bottom of the figure representing a 

smooth surface on a large mist element.
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3»3 Surface De<r>dation of Fused Silica QI»»»

No fused silics speciaen showed snjr obvious change 

when iaaersed In water or alkaline solutions at laboratory 

teaperatures. At 80*Cf howeveri all the fused silicas 

developed surface aicrocracks in alkaline solutions. 

Although the interval before aicrocracks appeared varied 

with the solution, and to a lesser degree the grade of 

fused silica, the general fora of aicrocracking was the 

aaae in all cases. The original surface condition of 

speciaens proved critical in the sense that cracking 

developed froa abrasion scratches, indentations, pre

existing aacroscopic cracks or extentively on ground and 

polished surfaces.

Hicrocracks were also foraed on soae speciaen surfaces 

where no pre-existing flsws had previously been detected. 

The only type of surface that failed to develop aiorocracks 

was a saooth fracture surface. This is illustrated by 

Figure 3.2 where cracks can be seen extending into the bulk 

of the apeciaen froa each surface except the fracture 

surface facing the viewer.

3.4 Vitreosil in IN NaOH ♦ 0.001 graa_aol per_Utre
BaCl.> at 80*C

The series of photoaicrographs, Figure 3.3 to 3.11, 

illustrate the developaent of cracks, aostly in Vitreosil, 

in sodiua hydroxide and in sodiua hydroxide containing 

bariua chloride. However, siailar effects were observed 

with all the grades of silica exaained.

All Vitreosil speciaena exhibited surface cracking







after twenty four hours inmersión in IN NaOH * 0.001 gram 

mol per litre BaCl, at 80*C although the exact tine at 

which cranks were first detected varied according to the 

original surface condition. For this reason no attempt was 

made to measure this "time to earliest cracking”. The 

earliest cracks to appear were commonly isolated and found 

near to or straddling prominent surface flaws such as 

scratches, indentations or prc'existing cracks which had 

some secondary microscopic cracks associated with them. 

Single lenticular cracks were noted at this stage but after 

longer immersion times, cracks tended to branch to form 

•-omplex patterns both on and below the surface. Figure 3.3. 

The shadow to the bottom of the figure is due to a large 

number of cracks of random orientation in this region which 

are reflecting the incident light out of the objective 

plane. Towards the extremities of this shadow, however, 

individual crack tips can he seen extending into the bulk 

and outcropping on the surface. Portions of the specimen 

surface often spalled away as the increasing number of 

cracks of random orientation began to intercept or 

individual cracks turned back towards the surface rather 

than extending deeper. The specimen surfaces became 

increasingly friable after a few days. Figure 3.4 .

Figure 3.5. typical of many spalled surfaces at high 

magnification, illustrates a rod of vitreosil after 6 days. 

To the right hand side of the photograph is a noticeable 

pattern of intersecting boundaries apparently marking the 

intersection between individual, adjacent fractures. The 

fracture surfaces are marked by a series of lines and these















correspond to steps in the surface.

Pifure 3.6 also illustrates such striations and 

confiras their jagged nature» in this case for a crack 

which still lies beneath the free surface. The striations 

extend to an irregular bowed crack front. Two adjacent 

striations coaaonly coabine into one but at no occasion did 

any striation branch or split into two.

Optical aicroscopy at high aagnification revealed very 

feint ripples orthogonal to the striations» although these 

proved difficult to photograph; soae exaaples are just 

visible in Figure 3.7.

The influence of surface condition on subsequent 

cracking is illustrated in Figure 3.8. These two speciaens 

taken froa a single length of 10 aa diaaeter rod» were 

treated siaultaneously in the saae solution for 8 days. The 

left hand speciaen was in the as-received condition while 

the other was abraded with 320 grade silicon carbide prior 

to testing. Both speciaens exhibit wide-spread surface 

spalling» but the as-received speciaen still shows soae 

isolated areas where cracking had not occurred.

Although relatively rare» surface pitting was found on 

soae speciaens which had crack free areas after 

approxiaately one week.

After 8 days iaaersion at 80*C in the bariua doped 

solution» aost silica speciaens had either already 

disintegrated» or they fell into saall pieces on handling.















3»S Vitreoiil in IN NaOH at 80*C

With Vitreosil in IN NaOH at 60*C the firat cracks 

were not detected until saaples had been iaaeraed for about 

48 hours, significantly longer than for speciaens in the 

bariua doped solution. The subsequent developnent of cracks 

also proceded acre slowly, although eventually the foras of 

the cracks and the appearance of speciaen surfaces were 

indistinguishable froa those produced in sodiua hydroxide 

containing heavy alkaline earth ions.

Figure 3.9 shows the state of an as-received silica 

speciaen after 8 days in IN NaOH. and provides a sharp 

contrast with Figure 3.8. Although this speciaen of 

Spectrosil, prior to iaaersion, contained a greater nuaber 

of visible aicroscopic flaws than the Vitreosil speciaens, 

the rate of attack in IN NaOH is noticeably slower.

Lenticular cracks, extending into the bulk aaterial 

but then turning back towards the surface, developed 

initially froa soae isolated surface flaws, but with 

prolonged iaaersion these becaae aasked by the developing 

aaze of cracking. The internal crack surfaces and crack 

fronts developed in IN NaOH showed the saae kinds of 

features ( irregular, bowed, sharp crack fronts and jagged 

striations ) as those which developed, albeit acre rapidly, 

in the bariua doped solution. However, aarkedly different 

behaviour occurred in IN NaOH towards the end of the second 

week of iaaersion. Speciaen surfaces were invariably well 

covered by cracks by this tiae yet soae of these had now 

developed rounded tips. The crack openings were also 

widened by the removal of material from the crack walls.







The résulté of this transition are well illustrated by 

Figure 3.10( a view of such cracks outcropping on a plane 

surface. Cracks that had been sufficiently "etched" to 

allow aicroscopic exaainationt possessed aaooth crack walls 

with no obvious fracture aarkings such as striations or 

ripples.

Cracks which showed sharp tips and little separation 

between the crack walls were occasionally found within a 

few ailliaetres of those illustrating signs of this etching 

behaviour. Figure 3.11 shows the track of a surface scratch 

which served to initiate the sharp cracks now to either 

side and below the surface, while the scratch itself has 

etched into a classic, smoothed "rope coil" figure.

3.6 Reoropasation of Healed Cracks under Zero Applied

Load

Results for the relatively long tern repropagation of 

macroscopic healed cracks under zero applied load, at 

laboratory temperature and in various test environments are 

presented in Table 3.1. The figures for average speed of 

propagation were calculated by measuring, over a period of 

thirty days, the repropagation of cracks which had closed 

over a substantial length, at least S nn. The results are 

subject to an error of approximately MX, arising chiefly 

from the difficulty in judging the crack tip position to 

better than 0.1 mm.

Results for the short-term response of healed cracks 

in soda glass to water and barium doped sodium hydroxide 

solution at laboratory temperature ore presented in Figures













3.12 and 3.13. Individual apeciBena ware prepared with an 

initial, open crack of 4 ca long which waa then encouraged 

to heal ( the extent of healing ia indicated indireotljr by 

the crack length at tiae t:0 ). Following the introduction 

of the teat aolution, repropagation waa aeaaured during the 

aubaequent 30 ainute period.

Siailar atteapta to aeaaure the abort tera reaponae of 

healed cracka to aolutiona at 80*C were unaucoesaful. The 

iaaeraion of apeciaena at thia teaperature cauaed an 

"inatantaneoua" repropagation to the original, pre*healed 

crack length, preauaably due to the theraal ahock.

U __PropM .tion  o f  V irgin Cr»cki unJ»r__ZlCS__*Piilt«d

Load

At laboratory teaperature none of the test aolutiona 

caused propagation of pre-foraed cracks under aero applied 

load into virgin glass, in either soda liae silica or fused 

silica. Whenever the pre-existing crack had healed slightly 

prior to testing, repropagation occured on iaaersion in one 

of the test solutions, but this terainated once the 

original pre-healed crack length was attained ( B.g. the 

speciaen represented by the syabol ’'X" in Figure 3.12 ).

At 80*C and under zero applied load, water failed to 

extend aacroscopic cracka in any of the glasses but 

IN NaOH ♦ 0.001 graa aol per litre BaCl? did cause crack 

extension.

Although pre-existing cracks in fused silica showed 

extensions at an approxiaate rate of 10*9 as'* over the 

first two days iaaersion, thereafter aeasuring the crack
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FIGURE 3.13 Short ten» response of healed cracks In soda-
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lengths became increasingly difficult because of the 

development of supplementary surface microcracks: this 

often obscured the macroscopic crack tip and in addition 

spalled the specimen edges which had been the reference 

points for crack length measurments. These problems are 

well-illustrated in Figure 3.4, where the concentration of 

surface microcracks almost obliterates the macroscopic 

crack running central to the length of the specimens and 

the specimen edges have become extremely irregular. In view 

of these difficulties any attempt to establish the growth 

rate for macroscopic cracks in fused silica immersed in 

sodium hydroxide doped with barium chloride under sero 

applied load was abandoned.

3.8 Virgin Crack Propatation Under Applied Loads 

The results for slow crack propagation under applied 

loads, as a function of strain energy release rate« in 

virgin soda-lime-silica glass and various solutions are 

presented in Figure 3.14 .

For the range of crack speeds from lO-’ms** to 

lO'^ms'i, each experimental point represents a mean 

velocity determined from a crack extension of approximately 

5 nm under a constant load. For lower or higher speeds the 

timed crack extension was varied between 2 mm and 25 mm 

respectively. No variation in crack speed with crack length 

was detected on a given specimen under constant load. Each 

experimental point in Figure 3.14 is subject to an overall 

uncertainty of about +20%, too small to be represented by 

error bars on the logarithmic scale. ( Details concerning
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the value of this error can be found in an Appendix which 

describee the use and calibratiion of an angular transducer 

for the aeasureaent of slow crack speeds ).

The results in Figure 3.14 show that within 

experiaental error there is no difference in behaviour 

between the different solutions, including water.

Since the scatter in the individual results for a 

given value of G is about one order of aagnitude, any 

effects due to interaction with the solutions aust be less 

than this. It is clear, therefore, that changes in C, 

( and of course the presence of water ) have a auch acre 

draaatic effect on the speed of slow crack growth than 

these alkaline solutions.

Figure 3.15 coapares the results for slow crack 

propagation in fused silica iaaersed in 

IN NaOH ♦ 0.001 gram mol per litre BaClj at 20*C, obtained 

during the present study, with those obtained in water at 

rooa teaperature by Sakaguchi et al (1982). These 

aeasureaents of slow crack speeds in fused silica are again 

uncertain to about ¿20% so that for allies glass as for 

soda-liae>silica, the alkaline solution appears to have no 

aajor effect on the speed of crack propagation as a 

function of strain energy release rate.

3.9 X-Ray Fluorescent Spectroscopy

Figures 3.16 and 3.17 represent the X-ray fluorescent 

spectroscopic scans for a number of fused silica specimens 

after various treataents. The plots illustrate activity 

( kilocounts per second ) against angle ( degrees ). The
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activity froB any speciaen can be taken aa a proportional 

response froa the X-radiation by a chosen eleaent. In this 

case the scanning range was centred about an angular value 

of 54.68 degrees in order to detect line eaissions froa 

the electrons of sodiua atoas. Therefore, the two plots are 

essentially indications of the relative aodiua content in 

each speciaen.

Figure 3.16 coapares the spectrographs for two 

separate fused silica speciaens that had been iaaersed in 

IN NaOH * 0.001 graa aol per litre BaCla at 80*C for 4 days 

( upper traces ) against a speciaen of fused silica in its 

as-received condition. The peak in the spectra of the two 

treated speciaens indicates an increased activity of 

approxiaately 70X.

Figure 3.17 illustrates the spectra of two separate 

silica speciaens which were siaultaneously iaaersed in the 

saae solution of IN NaOH at 80*C for 11 days, coapared with 

that froa the as-received aaterial. Increases in activity 

of approxiaately lOOX and 175X are indicated by the two 

speciaens.

None of the speciaens analysed revealed any enhanced 

activity due to bariua.



CHAPTER FOUR

DISCUSSION

4.1 Introduction

Followinc a brief suuarr of the reaulta, a 

phenoeenological interpretation of the findings will be 

suggested and calculations to assess its plausibility will 

be described. Discussion of the consequences of these 

present results for the various Models for fracture in 

glass will be reserved until Chapter Eight.

4.2 Suaaary of Results

Spontaneous cracking was invariably found in fused 

silica glass but never in soda-liee-silica. For both 

solutions there was a narked teaperature sensitivity; no 

cracking was seen at laboratory teaperatures. The rate of 

cracking in silica was such acre rapid in bariua-doped 

solutions but the process apparently changes to one of 

dissolution after soae tine. Dissolution only occurs from 

the outset in soda-liae-silica. Fused silica alone also 

exhibited the spontaneous extension of nacroscopic cracks.

The spontaneous cracking in silica appears to start 

fron pre-existing surface nicrocracks. The structure of the 

fractures is independent of the test solution. Initially! 

isolated, lenticular-shaped cracks develop with irregular 

crack fronts and ragged striations. Secondly* tertiary, 

etc. cracks then develop to fora conplex families of 

fractures which leads to the disintegration of the 

specimen.
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Sodium has been detected in the surface layers of 

silica specimens after immersion. However, despite the 

enhanced attack in barium-doped solutions, barium itself 

was not detected.

4.3 Interpretation

The evidence available to date suggests that the 

spontaneous propagation of microcracks in fused silica is 

due to the development of a stress and not due to a 

chemical attack at the crack tip. The stresses must be 

derived from some chemo-mechanical process involving 

reaction between the glass surface and the environment. The 

resulting microcracks are sharp on a microscopic scale and 

drive into virgin glass. As fracture proceeds, the 

opportunity arises for secondary, tertiary etc. cracking 

from the undercuts known to exist at striations.

The crenellated striations formed by microcracks 

obviously differ from the usual features produced in the 

hackle zone of fracture surfaces, Johnson and Holloway 

(1966,1968). This, together with the irregular shaped crack 

front appears to suggest that the stresses which advance 

the crack tip are localised and internal, not simply 

applied at the site of the source flaw or uniformly 

distributed over the outer surface of the specimen.

The higher concentration of sodium found after longer 

exposure suggests that the stresses driving the cracks are 

associated with the incorporation of sodium. However, the 

mechanism by which sodium enters the glass network is not 

clear: the liick of potential exchange ions in silica glass
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would sees to rule out any norael ion exchange proceas. The 

trace eleeent content of the varioua fuaed ailicaa was 

aeall and in any caae no ayateeatic differencea in the 

production of aicrocracka waa detected for the range of 

glaaaea atudied.

Coepariaon with the proceaa uaed in the coeeercial 

production of cheaically toughened glaaa raiaea a further 

intereating problee. The usual procedure reliea on the 

exchange of relatively large iona for sealler iona in the 

glass» at teeperatures just below the glass softening 

point, so that swelling and consequent coepreasion occurs 

in the surface layers. At first sight this appears aieilar 

in principle to the eechanise suggested to account for 

spontaneous cracking in silica; so why does this 

toughening process not cause extension of the eicrocracks 

which Bust surely be present on the surfaces of the 

coBsercial saeplea?

It is interesting to note that cracking has been 

observed during soBe ion exchange processes when the 

exchange begins at too low a tenperature. Fine and 

Danielson (1988). The high teaperature used in the noraal 

process will result in a snail concentration gradient of 

the large ions and good penetration into the surface 

layers: not only is the final coapression layer typically 

about 100 Bicrons deep, Buch greater than the length of 

nornal surface Bicrocracks, but the conpression through 

Buch of this layer will be developed without the 

introduction of a large stress gradient so that the tips of 

the shallow surface Bicrocracks will not lie in a region of



larc« tensile stresi at any tiae during the proceaa. Thus 

it seeaa likely that an essential feature of the process 

responsible for the spontaneous crack propagation in silica 

observed in our experiaents is the developaent of a 

shallow, and, or high-gradient coapression layer in the 

course of the reaction with the alkaline solutions.

The obvious lack of suitable positively charged ions 

in the network of fused silica suggests that the 

incorporation of sodiua aust be accoaplished by a aore 

coaplex route than a siaple exchange. One possibility is 

that water, after an initial penetration, then provides 

suitable exchange ions in the fora of hydrogen or, perhaps 

aore likely, hydroniua, H^O* . The incorporation of water 

into silica has been discussed by Budd (1961) who offers a 

aodel that relies essentially on ionic attraction. For 

exaaple hydrogen or hydroniua act in a strongly 

electrophilic fashion, that is they attack the sites of 

negatively charged, oxygen atoas.

4.4 Soae Quantitative Bstiaates

It is of soae interest to atteapt even a crude 

estiaate of the scale of the interaction needed to cause 

crack propagation. Roberts and Roberts (1964) have

presented aeasureaents for the diffusion depth of water 

into silica glass at high teaperatures. Assuaing that the 

diffusion depth, d, la proportional to the square root of 

tine:



and that D) the diffusion coefficient! varies with

teaperature as:

DsDd e-t/“T

( E is the activation energy, T the teaperature and k is 

the Boltsaann constant ) we can scale their results to 

predict penetration depths for different tiaes and 

teaperatures. Even if sodiua were entering the network 

independently I the penetration depths would be of siailar 

order since the values of activation energy and Do are 

coaparable.

These calculations yield a penetration depth of Sna 

after 10 days at 80”C, but only O.l na at 20‘C - clearly 

the latter figure has no direct physical aeaning, but nay 

perhaps be taken to suggest that significant diffusion nay 

not occur at rooa tenperature and this would correspond to 

the noted absence of nicrocracking at this tenperature.

Assuning that nicrocracks are driven by a nechanisn 

which provides an internal pressure, an estination can be 

nade of the degree of swelling required to achieve the 

required critical pressure. Froa the neasurenents of 

spontaneous aacroscopic crack extension the average crack 

speed over the first 48 hours in silica glass is about 

10') ns-i and the stress intensity required to propagate 

cracks at this rate is around 2*10* Na'5/2 , Weidnann 

(1973). For a circular crack of radius a under internal 

pressure in an infinite elastic solid, the stress intensity 

factor is given by:

K s P ( t T a ) i / 2  i n

where P is the internal pressure in the crack, Rooke and



Cartwright (1976). At ututl tyaaetry tllowt tha aate 

expresaion to be used for a aesi-circular crack in an 

infinite elaatic haif-apace.

The relative voluae increaae required near the crack 

to provide an internal pressure, P, can be expressed:

¿V s P
V Kb

where Kb is the bulk modulus of the material. Or, since 

Ks : B/3(l-2v) as:

!lV = 3(l-2v)P 
V E

For a crack of radius of lam the pressure needed to 

produce the required stress intensity factor would be:

P s 4.5*106 Nm-i

and taking E:7.4*10>o )i)b -3/2 ^nd vs0.17 ( Thermal Syndicate 

Ltd. ) we find:

dY = ___
V 10,000

We take the model offered by Budd (1961) once again 

and suppose that the interaction with the silica network 

and positively charged ions occurs at the sites of bridging 

oxygens, then it is possible to estimate the number of such 

sites in the 5na penetration layer estimated above. The Si- 

0>Si atomic separation is of the order of 0.32 na, over one 

square metre of surface there are approximately 10>* sites 

and for a depth of 5na, around 15*)0>*.

The incorporation of sodium into the surface layers 

evidently occurs at least aa part of the overall 

interaction. Although normal soda~ailica glasses have a 

higher density than pure silica, we can hardly expect long 

range rearrangements of the network at 80'C; moreover we do
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not know what» or whether» other ions say be involved. So» 

to be consistent with our phenosenological model» we shall 

assume that each interaction with a bridging oxygen causes 

a local increase in volume.

Clearly plenty of oxygen sites are available in the 

surface layers of interest and a total average volume 

change of 1/10,000 could be achieved by local increases of» 

say, lOX at only 1 in every 1000 sites, or by only IX if 1 

in every 100 sites were involved.

These quantitative estimates, of course, do not have 

much significance, although it is perhaps fair to claim 

that the numbers obtained at least do not rule out the kind 

of mechanism for spontaneous cracking suggested above. 

Obviously there is need for further study, particularly for 

more sophisticated chemical analysis of specimens and 

monitoring of the solutions.

4.5 Conclusion

The mechanism responsible for the spontaneous cracking 

of fused silica immersed in these particular alkaline 

solutions is unclear. However, it does seem that the cracks 

begin from surface flaws, under the influence of mechanical 

stresses generated by reaction between the glass and the 

alkali; these stresses can become quite localised at a 

later stage. The reaction appears to involve the 

incorporation of sodium into the surface layers and this 

process is accelerated by the presence of the heavy

alkaline ions in solution, but in an unknown manner.

In principle, the implications of this phenomenon of
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CHAPTBR FIVB

INTRODUCTION

Reports that a variety of inorganic glasses could be 

indented by diaaond pyraaid indenterà to leave peraanent. 

crack-free iapressions were aade by Taylor (1949atb). A 

discussion, following a paper given by the sane author to 

the Society of Glass Technology (1950), clearly indicates 

that aany other workers in the field of glass research at 

that period were sceptical of Taylor's claias for plastic 

flow in such an aaorphous aaterial at ambient teaperatures. 

Since then further evidence has been presented that 

supports the ability of certain glasses to deforn 

plastically, at least on a nicroacopic scale beneath 

indentations. However, the exact process of this 

deforaation is still incoapletely understood and the 

purpose of this section of the present thesis is to add 

further evidence for the aicroplastic behaviour associated 

with indentations.

Anongst the various features Taylor noted whilst 

indenting a range of optical glasses was the 

redistribution of aaterial and the advent of cracking at 

higher loads. He suggested that the aaterial iaaediately 

below the indenter was displaced to fora a circular aound 

around the outsides of the inverted pyraaidal impression. 

With greater loads, usually above 0.1 Kg, fractures 

coaaonly occured radiating froa the four corners of the 

indent together with "subsidiary fractures" that isolated



the aaterial surrounding the indent. These were to be 

identified later as the aedian/radial and lateral cracks 

respectively. Taylor illustrated the presence of a pile or 

mound of displaced material using optical interferometry. 

However, Peter (1970) provides an excellent scanning 

electron micrograph showing a similar feature surrounding 

an indentation made on Plate glass with a diamond pyramid 

of much sharper included angle (70*) between opposite 

facets.

Relationships between the hardness of materials and 

their ability to withstand surface damage such as 

indentation and scratching were quantified by Mohs in the 

early nineteenth century. He developed a scale based on the 

ability of ten chosen minerals to scratch each other, the 

extremes of this relative scale being talc ( softest ) and 

diamond. Another century passed before the ideas of such 

inflicted damage were standardised further. It was realised 

that penetrating or indenting a surface with a standard 

regular shaped indenter, made of a aaterial harder than the 

range of test materials, left measurable impressions of 

sizes dependant on the load applied and the teat 

material’s "indentation resistance" or hardness.

Hence, "hardness numbers" were defined by either:

H.N. = load / actual area of impression [1|

H.N. s load / projected area of impression (21 

One such indentation teat widely adopted by 

metallurgists was the Brinell test where a small steel 

ball is loaded on the test material. However, the hardness



nuaber was found to vary with the applied load and

indenter diaaeter. This inconaiatency together with the 

teating liaitations of the ball ( no material harder than 

ateel would give an iapreaaion - the ball would auffer 

damage I eventually lead to development of the Vickera 

Hardness teat. During Brinell aeaaureaenta it waa noted 

that consistent results were gained whenever the load was 

such that the diameter of the indentation was 0.375 times 

the indenter diameter I Figure 5.1 J. For this condition 

it was calculated that the angle subtended by the tangent 

planes to the surface of the ball was 136* and this lead to 

the development of the Vickers Hardness machine comprising 

a diamond pyramid indenter of this included angle between 

the opposite facets. The results from such tests were 

subsequently named "Vickers Hardness Numbers" ( VHN ) and 

calculated by using an equation similar to (2) to give: 

VHN s 2P Sin(0/2) / d- f3]

where P equals load, 9 is the included angle and d the 

indentation diagonal.

( The latest convention is to express VHN in units 

of Nm--)

Following Taylor's initial observations, correlations 

between hardness and other physical properties of glass 

were explored, and, following the lead of metallurgists, 

the hardness numbers of glasses were used to estimate 

flow stresses for these materials. No other method has 

been yet been found which provides an estimate of the flow 

stress for glass.

Ainsworth (1954) seems to be the first author to



FIGURE 5.3 Plot Of y io ld  Stress, », «gainst tog(,D) Tire for
soda l i r e  s il ic a  glass at 20°C (a fte r Harsh, 1964a).



obtain a value for the flow stress of Klass, i.e. the 

threshold stress above which peraanent deforaation occurs.

I He argued that the effective tensile stress acting on the 

glass surface once in contact with the indenter could be 

resolved into coaponents parallel and perpendicular to the 

area of contact. As the indentation proceeds the contact 

area increases to lower the value of this tensile stress 

until equal to that of the flow stress.

Then: Y = Cos(68*)H.

H. /Y s 2.6
This coapared favourably with the figure calculated by 

Tabor (1951) for aetals of H./Ya(3 .

Marsh ( 1964a'fb) redirected the analysis of plastic 

flow in glasses and also questioned whether glass should 

be considered as an ideal brittle aaterial. An essential 

characteristic of an ideally brittle aaterial aight be that 

the energy to cause fracture should be equal to the surface 

free energy - the energy required to rupture bonds between 

adjacent surface ions. Marsh used the fact that the 

fracture energy of glass exceeded its surface energy to 

argue a case for soae fora of plastic deforaation not only 

beneath indentations but also at the tip of a crack during 

fracture. He aade no atteapt to describe the aechanisas of 

such deforaation but did envisage flow taking place within 

a small zone at the crack tip. The fact that the pristine 

strength of glass ( approximately E/20 where E is Youngs 

Modulus ) was well above the flow stress deduced froa the 

simple Hv /Yg»3 relationship although such specimens



exhibited no siitns of Bacroscopic flow, lead Harsh to re> 

exaaine the H./Y relationship.

Ainsworth (1954) postulated, essentially, a process of 

tangential flow away froa the iapression. Harsh (1964a*b) 

took a different view by proposinit radial flow for highly 

elastic aaterials. Work by Saauels and Hulhearn (19571 had 

previously shown that contours of equal strain could be 

mapped out beneath Vickers indentations to fora a series of 

concentric hemispheres. This radial distribution of strain 

was regarded by Harsh to be analogous to the stress 

distribution around an expanding cavity under an uniformly 

distributed internal pressure. By simplifying a spherical 

cavity solution previously calculated for the autofrettage 

conditions in pressure vessels and gunbarrels, Harsh 

deduced a relationship between hardness number and yield 

stress which took the form:

H./Y : C^KBln(Z) Î41

where B = 3/13-*e). Z = 3/(^ + 3u-e^p>, •< = 6Y(l-2v)/B and

p : Y(l*v)/E . v is Poissons ratio, C and K are constants.

By plotting Hw/Y against Bln(Z) ( essentially a 

function of E/Y ) for a wide range of materials with 

different, known values of Y/E, Harsh was able to verify 

the form of this relationship and to interpolate a value of 

Hv /Y = 1.6 for "typical glasses". It should be noted that 

for all the materials used in establishing equation [4). a 

value for the yield stress of each material, except 

glasses, was available from macroscopic compression tests.

Using the spherical cavity model, Harsh showed that 

the yield stress calculated from indentation hardness



■easureaents and the fracture atresaea of pristine glass 

speciaens in air correlated well for several glasses, 

loading tiaes and teaperaturea. In the particular case of 

soda glass he also showed that the yield stress, calculated 

froa Kv aeasureaents, falls with increased loading tiae 

( Figure 5.2 ), although appearing to reach a constant 

value for loading periods greater than about 100 seconds.

Indications of structural changes beneath indentations 

were provided by Peter (1970) and allowed direct coapariaon 

with the hypothetical radial flow proceas developed by 

Saauel and Hulhearn (1957) and Harsh (1964a^b). To achieve 

this Peter adopted a aethod of sectioning indentations 

involving indenting near the tip of a pre-existing cracli in 

the speciaen so that the crack could be extended 

subsequentially to propagate through the indentation. This 

technique had previously been used in aetallurgical studies 

by Saauels and Mulhearn (1957). The resulting "half-surface 

and section" views revealed a pattern of intersecting 

curved lines beneath the indentations and approaching the 

surface.

This sectioning aethod has since been used for the 

exaaination of indentation fracture and deforaation by 

nuaerous authors. Hagan and Swain (1978) used the technique 

in a study which lead to a classification of the 

deforaational features beneath Vickers pyraaidal 

indentations in soda glass ( Figure 5.3 ).

Indentations showed an approximately seai-circular 

zone, beneath the V-shaped profile of the indent, which 

appeared to be comprised of a series of intersecting lines.



FIGURE 5.3 Schematic representation o f the characteristic fracture 
and flow  deformation beneath Vickers indenUtions on 

soda lime s ilica
me • median crack Ic la tera l crack d i « p lastica lly

deformed zone

P

1

FIGURE 5.4 Sectional view of the principal stress trajectories 
0 ^  ̂ and 0^3 in a Boussinesq f ie ld  beneath a point 
indentation on an e las tic  solid, (a fte r Lawn and

concentric about the point of indentation and on 

the indentation surface.



The orientation* of the line* were noted as being sieilar 

to those of the elastic shear stress trajectories beneath 

point loads that had previously been calculated by Lawn and 

Wilshaw (1975). Figure 5.4 represents such aaxiaua shear 

stress trajectories in the so called "Boussinesq elastic 

field” for an elastic solid under point loading. A value 

for Poissons ratio of 0.25 was used as a typical value for 

brittle solids which coapares favourably to that of 0.21 

for soda glass (Shand, 1958). The siailarities between 

these stress trajectories, the strain contours of Sanuel 

and Nulhearn (1957) and the experiaentally observed 

orientation of lines in soda glass all isplied a radial 

flow regiae.

Characteristic features that had previously been 

recognised on indentation surfaces of soda glass as early 

as 1949 by Taylor, were now aade visible in the sub>surface 

region by the sectioning aethod; Kagan and Swain (1978) 

were able to cosusent upon these 3-diaensional fores and 

their origin. With respect to Figure 5.3 the aedian crack, 

Bc, was a penny shaped, seai-circular crack vertically 

beneath the diagonals of the pyraaidal indentation, the 

surface traces of which are coaaonly seen radiating froa 

the indentation corners. If loading is insufficient to 

develop the aedian cracks to a depth greater than that of 

the plastically deformed zone, dz, they are confined to the 

near surface and are then of the fora often refered to 

radial cracks. Hagan and Swain noted that the origin of the 

median crack was usually found within the plastically 

deforaed zone and often at the intersection of the shear



directly beneath the apex of the Indentation profile. Lawn 

and Fuller (1975) and Lawn and Swain (1975) had previously 

described the initiation and propagation of Median cracks 

beneath sharp or pointed indenters such as Vickers 

pyrsMidal indenters. Both reports envisaged crack 

nucléation directly below the indenter point where the 

greatest stress occurs and the nuclei are "created by the 

deforaation process". The relationship between the Median 

crack origin and the intersecting flow lines found by 

Hagan and Swain (1978) supported the idea that the 

deforaation process played a role in crack nucléation.

The Median crack, soaetiaes refered to as the "aedian 

vent", extends downwards into the bulk during the loading 

half-cycle, progressing to greater depth with increasing 

load. Upon unloading, the crack closes but does not 

heal. The lateral cracks, Ic in Figure 5.3, are relatively 

large, saucer-shaped cracks below and roughly parallel to 

the indentation surface. When well developed, they tend to 

turn towards the surface at their extreaities. Hagan and 

Swain (1978) considered these to initiate at favourable 

sub-surface flaws at the elastic/plastic boundary at the 

base of the deforaed zone, dz. But it is clear that they 

propagate exclusively during the unloading half-cycle under 

the relatively high tensile stress set up as the elastic 

strains around the deforaed zone atteapt to relax.

The features described above are characteristic of the 

deforaation associated with indentations on what have 

becoae known as "normal" glasses. This classification of 

glasses according to particular physical properties was



originally nade by Anderaon and Diennes (1960). They 

recognised that fused silica in particular, possessed 

’’anoaslous” properties compared to crystalline aaterials. 

The four aain anoaalies were the teaperature dependence of 

the elastic aodulus, the refractive index and the theraal 

expansion coefficient, and the variaton of compressibility 

with pressure.

Arora et al (1979) illustrated that the noraal and 

anoaaloua glasses also produced distinctive but differing 

foras of sub>indent deforaation. Whereas normal glasses 

such as 8oda-lime>silica showed signs of shear in the form 

of an intersecting line pattern, anomalous glasses, of 

which fused silica is now regarded as the archetype, gave 

Hertzian type fractures with no apparent signs of 

accompanying shear deformation.

Figure 5.5 illustrates the Hertzian type fractures 

associated with Vic)iers indentations on fused silica. The 

dominant fractures are the cone cracks ( cc ). These 

propagate during loading, nucleating around the periphery 

of the indentation as ring cracks then extending down and 

outwards from the indenter as further load is applied. As 

deformation progresses, the surface trace of the cone crack 

becomes enveloped within the expanding contact area until 

eventually a new ring crack initiates at the new periphery 

leading to a series of steeply dipping cone cracks. Median 

and lateral cracking may accompany the cone cracks, but the 

cone cracks usually remain dominant.

The different foras of deforaation associated with 

indentations on the two types of glass could imply that



FIGURE 5.5 Schematic representation o f the characteristic
features beneath Vickers indentations on Fused S ilica , 
nc • median crack cc ■ cone crack Ic -  la tera l crack 

dz • zone of densification.

FIGURE 5.7 Calculation o f the maximum surface stra in beneath 
pyramidal indenters of included angle e.

X strain * cosec Ö/2 x 100 » ^  x 100 

For the indenters used in  th is  study:



different aechenisaa aay be responsible for their 

production and hence that the process of crack initiation 

nay be different in nornal and anonalous glasses. If this 

were so, then presunably the different behaviour is sonehow 

related to the nolecular arrangenent in these saterials.

A widely accepted nodel for the structure of silicate 

glasses was presented by Zachariasen (1932) who proposed an 

extended network of randonly orientated SiO* tetrahedra and 

this idea found support in the later X-ray analysis by 

Warren (1937). A scheaatic illustration of the random 

network structure of glass is included in Figure 5.6 . 

Fused silica could be foraed by a basic network of SiOa 

tetrahedra whereas "aodified'* glasses such as soda glass 

would need to accoanodate "network modifying ions" such as 

Na*, Ca2* and Mg^* within the open network.

Alternatives to the Zachariasen and Warren nodel have 

been suggested including that proposed by Randall et al 

(1931) based on the aggregation of crystallites with random 

orientation to leave no long range order. More recently 

Goodman (1986,1987) has presented a model of "strained 

nixed clusters" which relies heavily on phase separation 

and polymorphism. Whichever nodel is accepted, however, the 

role of the network modifiers seens central to the 

different deformation processes.

There is some direct evidence to suggest a transition 

in the deformation process from densification to shear flow 

as modifier ion content is increased. Ernsberger (1968) 

detected an increase in refractive index within the 

deformed zone beneath indentations in fused silica and





•ttributed this to denaification. i.e. a coapaction of the 

network atructure. Neely and Kackenzie <1966) found larger 

acale. peraanent coapaction of fuaed ailica under 

’’hydroatatic** coapreaaion. Subsequently, Peter (1970) 

deaonatrated that the tendency for aaterial to pile up 

around indentations increased with increase in the network 

Bodifier content. The doainance of such shear flow in 

noraal glasses iaplies that aodifying ions in soae way 

provide an easy slip path through the rigid, stongly 

covalent network of SiO« tetrahedra, Hagan (1980), whilst 

at the aaae tiae restrict any closure or coapaction of the 

network.

Most of the details concerning the indentation 

deforaation of various glasses hitherto reported relate to 

effects observed with Vickers indenters with an 

interfacial angle of 136" . The Vickers indenter iaparts a 

aaxiauB surface strain of approxiaately 8X ( Figure 5.7 ) 

and, arguably, this aay have different consequences for 

glass with different intrinsic failure strains. For 

instance, at 8X, the surface strain iaposed by Vickers 

indenter is greater than the aaxiaua tensile elastic strain 

at failure for pristine speciaens of soda glass, 

approxiaately 6X, but it falls well below that which can be 

sustained by fused silica, approxiaately 12X at liquid 

nitrogen teaperatures ( Hallinder and Proctor, 1964 ).

A study of the influence of surface strain, deterained 

by the indenter included angle, was therefore chosen as a 

basis for this section of the present thesis. In 

particular, would increasing the suface strain inflicted on



fused silica to over 12% promote shear deformation in that 

material? To achieve this increase in strain a "sharper" 

indenter i.e. with a smaller interfacial angle was used in 

thp experiments to be described below. On the other hand, 

would a "blunt" indentation on soda glass, producing a 

surface strain of less than 8%. give Hertzian type fracture 

and no longer give rise to shear lines? The forma of the 

resulting deformation would be of interest, especially any 

information that could clarify the nature of the flow lines 

and their intersecting pattern.

5.1 Terminology

Before entering into an account of the experimental 

techniques and corresponding results it is convenient here 

to define some of the important terns that will be 

employed. Any mention of "plastic deformation" will be made 

with its general connotation in mind, I.e. any permanent 

deformation that is not recovered elastically. As pointed 

out by Ernsberger (1968) this term can then encompass the 

shear flow common in metals and perhaps normal glasses 

together with the densification or compaction effects which 

seen to occur in fused silica.

The lines that constitute the intersecting pattern 

found beneath soda glass indentations will be termed "flow- 

lines" in common with most previous reports. This term is 

considered applicable as it does not necessarily presume a 

particular mechanism.

Fractures will be described sccording to Figures 5.3 

and 5.5 for soda and fused silica glass respectively. When





a) I.S . • Indentation Surface E > Pyranidal periphery 

F » facet

Ah- -Hb

b) Section through AB
d ■ indentation diagonal a •  apex

c) Facet orientation

H > Horizontal plane S « Strike D > Dip

FIGURE S.8 Terminology to be used throughout th is  thesis 
to describe pyramidal indentations.



EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

6.1 Introduction

Indentation experiaents have been carried out on two 

typea of glass at two different teaperatures using diaaond, 

pyraaid indenterà with three different included angles. 

Soae indentations were produced so that sections could be 

exaained.

This chapter describes the apparatus and procedures 

used for indenting speciaens as well as etching 

techniques, used to enhance structural detail around the 

indents. An appraisal is given of the sectioning technique 

for revealing sub-indent structure.

CHAPTER SIX

6.2 Materials and Preparation

In this study, two different types of glass have been 

used: a soda-liae-silica, ( Float glass, Pilkington Bros. 

Ltd. ) and a fused silica, ( Theraal Syndicate Ltd. ). The 

coapositions and selected technical inforaation are given 

in Table 2.2.

Batches of saaples were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath 

for ten ainutes with a lOX solution of Decon 90 ( Decon 

Laboratories Ltd. 1 in distilled water. They were then 

rinsed with distilled water, dried in a wara air cabinet 

and stored in covered petri dishes.



6.3 Indentation AoDT^tu»

Indentations were Bade bjr using two different 

aachines: for loads less than 2 Kg a aicro-indenter based 

on a design by Gunasekera (1970) was used. Howevert for 

greater loads a cosusercial aicrohardness indenter designed 

for use with the Vickers Projection Microscope proved 

essential because of its superior stability with higher 

loads.

The three pyraaidal diaaond indenters were cut to the 

required included angles ( 125*» 136* and 150* ) and 

supplied aounted on aild steel rods by Star Industries 

Ltd. .

The Gunasekera type apparatus is illustrated 

scheaatically in Figure 6.1. A balancing ara carrying the 

indenter and the load is pivoted on a steel knife edge 

supported in a V~grooved brass block» in turn aounted on a 

baseplate with the centre aachined out. This plate could be 

claaped onto the stage of the Vickers aicroscope and with a 

speciaen resting on a glass slide» 1*2 an thick depending 

upon the intended load» the indentation process could be 

viewed froa below once the load was applied. A siaple screw 

through the baseplate can be used to support the pivotted 

a m  and facilitates speciaen loading and unloading.

For loads greater than 2 Kg a Cooke, Troughton and 

Siaas ( CTS ) aicrohardness tester» adapted to accoaaodate 

the various types of indenter aount, was used. With this 

device the speciaen is held on the pivoted a m  which also 

carries the load and is supported on the stage of the 

Vickers aicroscope, while the indenter is aounted in the





objective holder. The indenter end epecieen ere brought 

into contect by edjusting the focusing controls of the 

■icroecope. For indentstions with e 136* dieeond pyreeid a 

coeaerciel objective with a saall diaeond eounted on the 

front lens was available ( CTS Ltd. ), but for the other 

indenters a brass holder was eade which could be Mounted in 

the objective carrier ( Figure 6.2 ).

For indentations at high teaperature, a tester 

designed by Stavrinidis (1980) was used after ainor 

alterations. A cavity, within an asbestos block was heated 

by two 65 watt soldering iron eleaents, the teaperature 

being controlled to ±2* by a Transitrol ( type 994 )

teaperature controller ( Ether Ltd. ). A naxiaua 

teaperature of 670* Kelvin was achieved with this

apparatus.

6.4 Indentation Hethods

Sectioned Indentations were produced by indenting a 

speciaen near the tip of a preforaed crack and then, 

subsequently, propagating the crack through the whole

length of the speciaen. Strips of glass between l.S to 

2.Oca wide were cut froa the stock aaterial. A crack, 

approxiaately 1.0 ca long, was propagated along the aid 

plane froa one end of the strip by gently tapping on the 

reverse side of a diaaond score. An individual saaple 

approxiaately 2.0 ca square was produced by then sectioning 

the strip about 1.0 ca ahead of the crack tip. Saaples with 

curved or twisted cracks were discarded.

Positioning the indenter so that it straddled the line



FIGURE 6.2 Diagran o f the holder designed to accept 
mounted diamond Indenters fo r  use with the 
CT$ Indentation apparatus on the Vickers 

projection microscope, 

a ■ mounted Indenter 
b > brass holder 
c ■ CIS objective holder 
d ■ centring screw



of the crack near the tip was siaplest with the CTS tester 

and the 136*, Vickers diamond mounted on its objective 

lens. Even in this case however, several indentations were 

usually needed with re-adjustment of the specimen position 

after each attempt in order to place the indenter 

accurately across the line of the crack and near the tip. 

( The particular problems of indent positioning with 

respect to the crack tip are discussed later in this 

chapter ).

Two different orientations of the pyramidal indenters 

with respect to the preformed crack were employed: such 

that the diagonal of the indentation, corner to corner, lay 

parallel or at 45* to the crack ( Figure 6.3 ). The first 

orientation is that favoured by Hagan and Swain (1978), 

Hagan (1979a4b, 1980) and Hagan and Van der Zwaag (1984). 

Providing the centre of the indentation lies on the crack 

the sectioning plane coincides with that of the median 

crack which commonly accompanies pyramidal indentations in 

soda-lime-ailica glass to give a "lateral** section. The 

latter orientation, as used by Dick (1970) and Hagan 

(1979a) is commonly described as the median plane.

The loading rate was constant at approximately 

7*10'& ms~> and the duration of loading was normally 20 

seconds. Unsectioned indents could be made with either 

type of apparatus fixed to the Vickers microscope or with 

the Gunasekera tester on a laboratory bench.



FIGURE 6.3 Orientation o f indentations with respect to the 
Sectioning crack (s .c .)  a) la tera l section or 

b) Median section.

FIGURE 6.4 The four poss ib ilit ie s  fo r  indentation position 
with respect to the preformed sectioning crack 
a) Open crack, b) Apparent crack t ip  
c) Healed crack or d) "Virgin" glass.



6.5 ADDfi»«! of Indentation SectiQoinM

Since the adoption of the aectioning aethod for use 

with glass, only Hagan and Swain 11978) appear to have 

investigated the relationship between indenter position 

with respect to the preforaed crack and the subsequent 

sub-indent structural daaage. However, they were concerned 

with spherical indenterà and no siailar results for 

pyraaidal indenters are known, hence such observations were 

aade during this study.

As described, each speciaen intended for the 

sectioning process was cracked part way along its aid- 

plane. This crack was then liable to heal; in practice 

soae part reaains open, often due to debris wedging the 

crack walls apart. Any healed portion requires a finite 

strain energy release rate for repropagation, C, , which 

upon aging or annealing, increases to approach that 

required for the slow propagation of cracks in virgin 

glass, Gv. Stavrinidis (1980). As the test speciaens were 

cleaned after pre-cracking, including a period in a warn 

air cabinet, and at least 24 hours elapsed before any 

indentations were nade on then, any healed cracks could be 

considered as well-aged, i.e. Grfî Gw• ( Further 

details of crack healing can be found in Chapter One of 

this thesis ).

Confusion over the position of indentations with 

respect to the preforaed crack exists in past reports. 

This author recognised four possibilities, coapare Figure 

6.4;



a) Open Crack

Here the crack walls are separated and the crack 

opening is aicroscopically visible.

b) On The Apparent Crack Tip

This is the boundary between the visibly open crack 

and a healed portion.

c) Healed Crack Position

Here previously separated crack walls have adhered 

together to leave little or no visible trace of 

crack opening. Upon loading, these portions becose 

visible by re-opening either side of the 

indentation and this has the effect of advancing 

the "apparent" crack tip.

d) On "Virgin" Glass

This is ahead of any cracking whether now open or 

healed.

In the present series of experisents it becase clear 

that the quality of indents sade on an open crack, i.e. (a) 

above, varied according to their displacesent behind the 

apparent tip. Those well behind the crack tip rarely left 

clean, intact ispressions; instead the speciaen edges 

tended to shatter ( Figure 6.5a4'b ). Closer to the tip, 

however, the resulting indent sections were usually intact 

and showed sub-indent patterns, although the features of 

the lateral or sedian cracking and the "flow line field" on 

opposite sections of a single indent did not natch, Figure 

6.6atb ).

Indenting on a healed portion of a crack gave results 

sinilar to those for an open crack close to the apparent











tip. Again the features on opposing sections did not 

totally natch.

Clean, intact sections of indentations aade on 

"virgin” glass were never produced. Either the indenter 

was positioned too far ahead and so nissed the path of the 

sectioning crack or the indents shattered on sectioning.

In suanary, indentations nade on an open crack I close 

enough to the crack tip to restrict crack wall separation ) 

and on healed portions gave the best sections, with no

differences in the general fora of the sub-indent 

deformation. A position on the apparent crack tip gave 

satisfactory results except when healing was absent ahead 

of the tip. in which case the crack was often deflected 

off course as it dissected the indent. causing it to 

shatter. No variation in the deformation pattern was found 

with the indenter position, within the Halts set above, 

therefore coapariaons with results of past authors can be 

aade, despite their vague specification of indenter 

positioning.

6.6 Etching of Indentations

Etching was used to enhance the detail of structures 

within the surface or in some cases to uncover underlying 

features. Indentations were always examined with an optical 

microscope or a scanning electron microscope ( SEM ), 

prior to any etching.

The etchant used throughout the study was a 5X volume 

mixture of hydrofluoric acid (40k) to distilled water. Two 

etching techniques were used:
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•) Single Etching

Specieens were ieeersed for a tingle continuous 

period before washing with distilled water, 

b) Progresaive Etching

Specimens were inaersed for short) consecutive 

periodai each stage being followed by washing) 

drying in warn air and microscopic examination) 

thereby building up a series of iaages of the 

"progressive** etching history.

The preparation of specimens for SEH viewing included 

the deposition of a thin layer of gold onto the surface. 

However, this did not restrict subsequent etching as the 

gold was easily removed upon immersion in the etchant to 

leave the underlying glass subject to attack.



I INDENTATION RESULTS

7.1 Introduction

In the present chapter the results obtained by 

indenting soda glass and fused silica glass under various 

experiaental conditions are described. The aajority of the 

results are of a qualitative nature - in the fora of 

electron or optical aicrographs and schenatic diagraas. 

However, soae quantitative hardness results are included.

Results for the two glass coapositions will be 

presented separately. Initially, aicrographs representing 

results froB selected test conditions will be described in 

a Banner as neutral and objective as possible. This will 

then be followed by preliainary discussions coaparing the 

visible features with those described in previous reports, 

or by a detailed analysis of the features believed to be 

original to this study.

In the light of the present experiaental prograaae a 

re-appraisal of the problens of indentation sectioning is 

included.

The significance of the results to possible

deforaational processes in glass will not be of great 

concern here but will be included in the final discussion 

in Chapter Eight.

7.2 Soda-liae-silica Glass

The scanning electron aicrographs Figures 7.1a and 

7.1b are the lateral and aedian sections respectively of

CHAPTER SEVEN
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different 136* Vickers indentations aade under a load of

19.6 N.

Figure 7.1a reveals a shallow, V-ahaped indentation 

profile and iaaediateljr beneath it, an approximately seai- 

circular area delineated by a pattern of curved, alsiost 

concentric, intersecting lines. These lines appear quite 

different from the cracks, which can be seen to be open or 

to cast obvious shadows where relative displaceaents have 

produced steps. The lines also intersect at angles other 

than 90*, which is usually not the case for fractures.

Below the apex of the profile is a vertical crack extending

from within the area of the line pattern into the bulk.

Wing-shaped cracks extend fros the region near the base of 

the line pattern to either side of the indentation. A 

number of shorter cracks can be seen, confined in general 

to the area of the line pattern and with a radial

orientation with respect to the profile apex.

Figure 7.1b shows similar features but now in the 

median plane. The walls of the V-shaped profile are now 

inclined at a steeper angle and the base is slightly flat. 

Although the line pattern remains similar to the lateral 

section, differences in the cracking can be recognised. The 

single vertical crack beneath the apex is now replaced by 

two cracks. One of these turns into, the other intersects, 

basal cracks that extend approximately parallel to the free 

surface to either side of the indentation. The wing-like 

cracks are repeated but there are no short radial cracks 

within the line-patterned area.

All the features noted in Figures 7.1a and 7.1b can be
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readily identified with those reported by several authors 

for Vickers indentstions. The intersecting lines are the 

flow lines ( fl ) the extent of which define the seal* 

circular deforaed tone ( dt ) and are couonly attributed 

to a shear process. The vertical cracks are the traces of 

■edian cracking ( ac ). Only one aedian crack is seen in 

Figure 7.1a because in this orientation its orthogonal 

counterpart has been used as the sectioning plane. The 

presence of two aedian cracks in Figure 7.1b can be 

attributed to the fact that the sectioning plane in 

slightly off the centre of the indentation. The flat base 

to the profile also supports this interpretation.

The horizontal base or ”8kirt" to the aedian cracks in 

Figure 7.1b is a consequence of the tensile stresses which 

arise during unloading. This is also the case for the wing- 

shaped cracks that have previously been noted as lateral 

cracks ( Ic ). Finally, the short cracks found within the 

deforaed zone were reported by Hagan (1980) as the result 

of secondary radial cracks ( src ) which initiate and 

propagate during the loading half cycle.

7.3 125* and ISO* Indentations

In general the structures found beneath 125* and 150* 

indentations on sods glass were siailar to those associated 

with 136* Vickers indentations.

Figures 7.2 and 7.3 show 125* and 150* indentations, 

respectively, under 19.6 N load and sectioned in the 

lateral orientation; both show a V-shaped surface profile 

beneath which there is an approxiaately seai-cicular











deforaed zone consisting of an intersecting pattern of 

curving lines. Lateral cracking has occurred with both 

these indentations but only the 125* exsaple exhibits a 

aedian crack. Although not unusual under these loads, the 

absence of aedian cracks beneath ISO* indentations was not 

typical.

Despite the overall siailarities between the 

patterns beneath 125*. 150* and Vickers indentations, 

close exaaination reveals interesting differences between 

the three conditions and these will be discussed in the 

following sections.

The distinction between cracks and flow lines is clear 

at high aagnification. Figure 7.4 is an electron aicrograph 

of a part of the deforaed zone of a 150* pyraaidal 

indentation produced under a load of 2.94 N. As already 

aentioned. the flow lines intersect at oblique angles 

whereas one crack usually aeets another at 90* and does not 

cross it. Another significant feature, is the kinking of 

flow lines < k 1 at the intersections. If the "flow line" 

is interpretted as the outcropping on the plane of the 

section of a shear surface, then the kinks can provide an 

an estiaate of the relative shear aoveaent along the 

surface. Froa Figure 7.4 a aaxiaua kink length of 0.4 

aicrons was found and this coapares favourably with the 

figure of 0.5 aicron reported by Hagan (1980).

Figure 7.5 illustrates the aedian section of a 

different 150* indentation, aade under a siailar load. 

Towards the top of the electron aicrograph the indentation 

profile is seen. Two cracks run approxiaately horizontally
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across the picture; the bright 'edges’ and the shadows 

iaply that there is a step in the sectioned surface 

associated with each crack presuaably caused by

displaceaent parallel to the crack surfaces and towards the 

plane of the section. Between the two cracks, a pair of 

curving lines ( 1 ) alaost concentric with each other, 

define a band of material within which extremely fine-scale 

intersecting lines ( fl J are seen. These very fine scale

lines appear to intersect at oblique angles similar to the

flow lines previously discussed. Hence, for the 150*

indentar at least, flow lines on different scales appear 

possible. The width of the band between the two lines 

marked ( 1 ) is approximately 1.2 micron and between the 

fine scale lines is approximately 0.1 micron. The presence 

of fine scale flow lines between more prominent lines was 

observed only on this specimen, however, a gradation in the 

spacing of lines was often apparent for all three 

indenterà. Figure 7.2, a 125* pyramidal indentation at

19.6 N load, illustrates this well. No flow-line detail can 

be seen immediately below the profile apex yet out towards 

the extremities of the deformed zone, distinct flow lines 

are visible. Kinking occurs on these lines and the spacing 

between concentric lines is approximately 5 micron.

Some of the features which lie beneath indentations 

and are exposed by the sectioning procedure, appear to give 

rise to narks on the indentation surface itself, within and 

immediately surrounding the contact area. Figure 7.6 is of 

a 125* indentation at 2.94 N; the electron micrograph was 

taken with the specimen at 45* to the detector to give a
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"half surface and section” view. This speciaen had been 

etched for 20 seconds. The facets on the indentation 

surface show a series of lines, enhanced by the etching, 

running parallel to the strike direction. The outeraost of 

these lines coincides approxiaately with the indentation 

periphery. Beneath the indentation on the sectioned plane 

is the seai-circular deforaed zone containing an 

intersecting pattern of flow lines. A connection between 

the flow lines of the sectioned plane and the lines on the 

indentation surface facets is visible towards the right 

hand side of the indentation where the speciaen edge has 

broken away. Such surface lines have previously been 

described as cracking by Bruche and Poppa (1956). and later 

by Holland <1966) in a description of an indentation 

produced by Bruche. The surface lines as deaonstrated by 

Figure 7.6 clearly serve as indicators of the presence of 

flow lines beneath indentations. Hence it is suggested that 

unsectioned indentations can be used to infer inforaation 

on subsurface deforaation and helps overcoae any 

reservations one aay hold about evidence obtained froa 

sectioned indentations.

Figures 7.3 and 7.7 illustrate the lateral and aedian 

sections respectively of two separate 150* indentations 

under a load of 19.6 N. As expected, the V-shaped 

indentation profiles are shallower than in the 

corresponding sections of a Vickers indentation. Both 

sections of the 150* indentations show a pattern of flow 

lines within a seai-circular zone, although there appears 

to be fewer lines for the 150* coapared with the 136*
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indentations. Extensive, wing-shaped lateral cracks are 

again found below the deforaation zone. Although the 

particular saaples illustrated in Figures 7.3 and 7.7 show 

no obvious aedian cracking, as previously mentioned, aany 

ISO* indentations do have such cracks associated with thea. 

Secondary radial cracking is not present; however, within 

the deforaed zone, to either side of the the indentation in 

Figure 7.3 and to the left hand side of Figure 7.7 , there 

are cracks roughly parallel to the indentation profile 

which outcrop at the surface near the lateral extreaities 

of the deformed zone. These cracks give the appearance that 

portions of the indentation surface are being lifted away.

h A __Uniectloned 150* IndenUtioin

A series of 150* indentations was aade on uncracked 

specimens without the intention of sectioning. A load of 

49 N. relatively high for this study, was used to produce 

indentations large enough to permit optical examination to 

complement scanning electron micrography. Progressive 

etching was employed on the indentations and the 

application of this technique together with the resulting 

features are believed to be original to this study.

A single 150* / 49 N indentation in transmitted and 

reflected light respectively, is illustrated in Figures 

7.8a and 7.8b . Both views reveal sharp indentation 

diagonals that define the extent of the contact area. 

Within the indentation periphery there are four or five 

distinct lines running parallel to the strike on each 

facet« and these are better seen in transmitted light. On







the other hand, reflected light reveals coaplicationa in 

the line pattern near the pyraaidal edges. Within the area 

bounded by the inneraost line, the transaitted view shows 

virtually no detail other than the indentation diagonals, 

but reflected light shows features in this area although on 

one facet only. The original colour photoaicrographs 

revealed two sets of coloured interference fringes, a broad 

set running approxiaately along the facet strike and a such 

finer set aeandering across the facet and overlapping the 

broad set in places. Interference contrast was also 

associated with the facet line patterns.

This speciaen was progressively etched using 

iaaersions of 1 second. Photoaicrographs 7.9a and 7.9b are 

the iaages in transaitted and reflected light of the saaple 

after the first etch. Siailar detail and corresponding 

interference patterns are still apparent on each facet and 

a central island, near circular in plan view, is now 

visible around the indentation apex. In transaitted light 

especially, striation-like aarks are now seen near the 

pyraaidal edges. The central island retained its form after 

four ianersions in the etchant, as seen in Figures 7.10a 

and 7.10b, and the indentation apex reaained sharp. 

Interference fringes are still seen in reflection while 

transmitted light again reveals most detail due to a lack 

of flaring. An area that takes the shape of a Maltese cross 

surrounds the central island; the recesses at the corners 

of this area show the complexity of the facet line pattern 

bordering the pyraaidal edges. The number of lines on each 

facet has been increased by the appearance of new lines
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nainly towards the indentation periphery. After the fifth 

etch no new features were visible and so the sequence was 

coapleted with a continuous etch of 20 seconds. Shadows 

foraed in transaitted light by the aedian cracks were 

first seen at this stage. It is not clear whether these 

cracks were present beforehand but required this longer 

etching to aake thea visible, or whether they are a new 

feature foraed as a result of the etching, i.e. due to 

stress redistribution aa aaterial was reaoved by etching.

Scanning electron aicrographs were taken at this stage 

to establish the topography of the etched surfaces. Figure 

7.11 is a view taken at 45* to the indentation surface, the 

bottoa of the fraae being closest to the detector. The 

three zones distinguished optically, i.e. the outer facet 

lines, Maltese cross and central island, can all be readily 

identified. The central island is now seen to be raised 

above its surroundings to fora a pedestal. The top of the 

pedestal still exhibits the indentation apex with no 

obvious signs of selective etching, while the pedestal 

walls dip sharply ( by approxiaately 30 to 40* ) to serge 

into the flatter, Maltese cross area. Large portions of the 

latter are free of any detail but in areas which, prior to 

etching, corresponded to the pyrasidal edges, tongue shape 

grooves spread down towards the indentation centre. Finer 

detail of these tongues as they coalesce with the central 

pedestal Is revealed by Figure 7.12 and soae of the sarks 

appear siailar to the striations found on fracture surfaces 

of glass. This figure also shows the structure within the 

facet lines and at the foraer pyranidal edges. The tongues











appear to be connected with the interaction of linea froa 

adjacent facets and sees to be repeated for the successive 

flow lines.

Within the troughs foraed froa the facet lines during 

etching are a series of fine ridges parallel to the facet 

dip and therefore presuaably to the direction of shear 

displaceaent over the flow surface.

The aaterial coaprising the pedestal is obviously aore 

resistant to etching than that surrounding it. To explore 

this central aaterial ISO* indentations were aade at loads 

low enough to produce a contact area less than that of the 

pedestal surface area in Figure 7.11 etc.. Figure 7.13 is 

an electron aicrograph of a 0.294 N indentation etched for 

20 seconds. The average diagonal length is approxiaately 10 

aicrona, roughly half the diaaeter of the pedestal in the 

high load indentation. No flow line traces are visible even 

after etching the saaple. Instead the facets appear to show 

slight pitting. Apparently« a peraanent indentation has 

been aade without the foraation of the usual well-spaced 

flow lines.

The foraation of such central regions at high load, or 

of a low load indentation devoid of flow lines after 

etching, were never obtained with Vickers or 125* indenters 

on soda glass.

Indentations at elevated teaperatures were made in an 

atteapt to coapare the flow line features with those seen 

at laboratory teaperature. A ISO* indentation aade under a 

load of 9.8 N at 293*K is illustrated in Figures 7.14a 

( unetched I and 7.14b ( 20 second etch 1. These aay be











conpared with Pigurea 7.15a and 7.15b which are the 

corretponding aicrographa of an indentation Bade at 573*K 

with a aiailar load. A greater nuaber of flow linea ia 

apparent, even prior to etching, on the aurface indented at 

high tenperature; etching doea not produce the central 

pedeatal coaaon at laboratory teaperature and flow linea 

occur on the facet aurface auch nearer to the apex.

7.5 Hardneaa Meaaureaenta

Neaaureaenta of hardneaa nuaber ( H.N. ) were aade, 

uaing the Vickera, 125* and ISO* indenterà in turn at 

laboratory teaperature.

All valuea of H.N. were calculated uaing the 

expreaaion:

H.N. s load / projected area

( Equation t2]. Chapter Five ) froa aeaaureaenta taken 

uaing the CTS equipaent on the Vlckera projection 

aicroacope. Each experiaental point repreaenta a hardneaa 

nuaber calculated froa an average figure of d, the diagonal 

length, for at leaat three indentationa ( aix diagonal 

aeaaureaenta ). Errora were eatiaated froa the variation in 

d at a given load. The greateat acatter in values of d < up 

to tSX ) was found at low loads, with the rather blunt 

iapressiona left by the 150* indenterà.

Figure 7.16 gives the results for Vickers indentations 

together with aoae results by previous workers who used a 

siailar range of load. Prod-Hoaae (1968) and Gunaaekera 

(1970) both found a fall in H.N. at low loads and this is 

also observed in the present study for "as received"
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FIGURE 7 .U  Present measurements o f Vickers Hardness of Soda- 

1ime*si1ica compared to some previous results
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FIGURF 7.17 Hardness measurements fo r Soda-Hme-siUca made with 

various included angle. (Typical errors at d iffe rent 
loads indicated by error bars).



nurfac««. However, at hifher loads the present results are 

in afreesent with those of Stavrinidis (1980),

The present results for the different indenters over 

the loading range 0.29 to 49 N are compared In

Figure 7,17 .

7.6 Fused Silica.

Figure 7.18 shows s Vickers indentation on a plane 

surface of fused silica at a load of 19.8 N. The ape\- of 

the indentation is seen surrounded by a central ring. 

Beyond this ring covering the remainder of the indent

contact area, are numerous features, mostly running 

parallel in the facet strike. The traces of four cracks can 

be seen radiating from each of the indentation corners. To 

the upper right hand corner a large segment has fallen 

awsy to expose a conical surface dipping into the specimen 

from the boundary of the central ring outwards. On this 

surface and parallel to the to the dip direction are the 

traces of cracks that radiate from the centre of the

i r id e n t a t io n .

All the above features can be identified with those 

recognised by previous authors for Vickers indentations on 

fused silica. The central ring corresponds to the first

ring crack initiated at the edge of the contact area as the

indenter penetrated. The exposed conical surface therefore 

corresponds to the surface of the initial cone crack 

developed from this ring crack. The numerous traces of 

further ring crarks, initiated as the contact area expanded 

are seen on the facet sufaces. although not all of these
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would necessarily have developed to the saae extent as the 

exposed cone crack. The cracks at the indentation corners 

are the traces on the indentation surface of aedian cracks. 

The irregular shaped cracks surrounding the indentation and 

apparently causing large areas of the surface to break 

away, are probably the outeraost cone cracks that have 

developed laterally upon unloading.

Figure 7.19 illustrates cone crack traces on the 

surface of a 150* indentation aade under a load of 2.94 N. 

Cracks can often be traced crossing over to neighbouring 

facets without disruption at the pyraaidal edges, 

especially near the indentation centre where it is possible 

to trace near-coaplete rings. However, away froa the 

centre, cracks traversing the pyraaidal edges show soae 

fora of consistent subsidiary cracking as the cracks turn 

sharply. Whereas flow lines on the surface of soda glass 

indentations tend to be straight and parallel to the strike 

of the facets, cone crack traces are clearly curved. The 

shadows accoapanying cone cracks, always towards the centre 

of the indentation, help to indicate that the cracks dip 

away froa the apex into the bulk.

Figure 7.20 is a half surface and section view of a 

125* indentation at a load of 2.94 N. On the sectioned 

plane three types of crack can be distinguished by their 

orientation. Firstly, a single, vertical crack is found 

beneath the apex of the indentation. Secondly, to either 

side of the indentation, runs a large crack inclined at 

approximately 40* to the indentation surface. Two cracks 

alaost parallel to the surface are seen below the
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iapression and either side of the vertical crack. The 

appearance of these cracks has been enhanced because 

segaents have broken off the sectioning plane to expose the 

crack edges, now obvious as they charge in the electron 

beaa. Two whole facets reaain on the indent surface and 

within the contact area of the iapression at least two 

cracks are seen, clearly open in places and froa this 

viewing angle, approxiaately circular. A relatively large 

aaount of debris has reaained on the indentation despite 

slight etching.

The three crack types on the sectioned plane 

correspond to those previously found with sectioned Vickers 

indentations on fused silica as described in Chapter Five. 

The vertical crack beneath the apex is the aedian crack and 

the two cracks alaost orthogonal to this are the lateral 

cracks. The inclined cracks to either side of the 

indentation are the doainant cone cracks and it is the 

traces of these that appear on the facets as ring cracks. 

Unfortunately the deforaed zone beneath the indentation is 

not well illustrated by this exaaple but no visible flow 

lines appear to be present.

7.7 Probleas with Sectioned Indentations

In evaluating the inforaation obtained froa so-called 

sectioned indentations it should be reaeabered that these 

do not provide a true post-indentation cross-section of a 

normal indent and it may be wise to think of these as 

"virtual” sections. As described in Chapter Six, the effect 

of indenting well behind the tip of a crack is to indent
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across two abutting edges of glasst and the opposing 

"sections*' show little resesblance to each other; 

indentations ahead of a crack either shattered as the 

sectioning crack was extended or were not intersected by 

the crack. Indenting on healed f>ortions, or at the very tip 

of an open cracki proved aost successful in producing 

"clean", if virtual, and non-aatching. sections of indents.

Occasionally, soae features definitely natch on 

opposite sections. This not only includes fractures but 

also some individual flow lines which would appear to 

indicate that whatever initiated the flow surface on one 

half of the sectioned indentation is also present in the 

glass network in the iaediate region of the opposite half.

Other aabiguities can arise and this is well 

illustrated by the sections of an indentation on a saaple 

of silica illustrated in Figures 7.21a to 7.22 and 

scheaatically in Figure 7.23. Figures 7.21a and 7.21b are 

the adjacent sections. Both figures illustrate the 

shattered nature of such indentations: the indentation 

profile is not apparent and there is a wealth of debris. A 

series of fine, curving lines, labelled AA', BB* etc. 

appear on each section and the line spacing provides 

evidence to aatch the two sections. Figure 7.22 illustrates 

one section after 20 seconds etching: sost of the debris 

has now been reaoved together with further segaents of the 

Material inaediately beneath the foraer apex, and although 

the curved lines AA', BB’ are still visible, their 

structure appears to have been changed.

After the first optical exaaination, these lines were
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thought to be flow lines siailar to those found in soda 

glass. However, later scanning electron aicroacopy provided 

persuasive evidence that they are in fact associated with 

steps in the sectioned surface produced, presuaably by 

elastic relaxations, where saall lateral cracks eaerge. The 

white bands associated with each of the curved lines in the 

electron aicrograph of Figure 7.21a are believed to be due 

to penetration of the beaa through the edges of the steps 

which then allows an additional signal, due to the eaission 

of electrons fron the rear of the step, to be detected, 

Watt (1986).

The electron aicrograph in Figure 7.21a shows a well- 

developed, open aedian crack which is aatched by a rather 

fine line on the other section, Figure 7.21b . The matching 

trace can be followed, despite the obscuring debris, at 

least down to the point aarked P. After etching, it is 

clear that the lower portion of trace on this section 

corresponds not to a crack, but to a trail of fine etch 

pits. Figure 7.22. Other collections of pits can be seen 

along the curved lateral cracks especially in areas where 

debris collection was heaviest.

It is suggested that whilst this indent was being 

produced, fine debris particles froa the shattered areas 

under the indenter fell into the gap between the opposing 

virtual sections, to lodge near the steps foraed by the 

emerging cracks, compare Figures 7.21a and 7.21b . 

Evidently, as the adjacent surfaces came together again and 

the specimen relaxed during unloading, the trapped 

particles caused saall abrasions in the surfaces. These,





CHAPTBR BIGHT

DISCUSSION

8.1 Introduction.

A Buaaary of the present results concerning 

indentations will be followed by a coaparlson with previous 

results and a preliainary discussion.

Finally, the consequences of the results obtained in 

both the indentation and the spontaneous cracking 

experiaents for aodels of the fracture process in glasses 

will be considered.

8.2 Suaaary of Results.

A doainant feature beneath indentations on soda glass 

is the pattern of intersecting lines. All indentations aade 

by pyraaidal indenters with either a 136* or a 125 

included angle showed such patterns, but a 150* indenter at 

very low loads produced saall iapressions with no sign of 

this kind of feature.

Progressive etching of an indented surface revealed 

traces where this line pattern approaches or outcrops at 

the free indentation surface. The line pattern corresponds 

to a "virtual” section through a aeries of three- 

dimensional, curved surfaces; clearly these surfaces are 

not cracks: the individual lines meet at angles other than 

90*, cross one-another and are kinked at points of 

intersection.

Virtual sections of indentations on soda glass showed 

an increase in the line spacing from the apex out towards



the edge of the indent; soae lines iaaediately below the 

apex are only Just resolved by scanning electron aicroscopy 

whereaa the doainant outer lines could often be seen 

optically. Indentations made under the greatest loads 

produced the greatest nuaber of individual lines. The 

largest kinks I up to S aicrons long ) were always found at 

the intersections of the outer, aore proainent lines. These 

outer lines were aore rapidly attacked during etching than 

those iaaediately beneath the indentation apex.

The general distribution of the cracks which usually 

accoapany indentation was siailar for ail three indenterà. 

For loads of 1 N and greater, cracks extended froa each of 

the four corners on the indentation surface and when viewed 

in section these could be seen to correspond to aedian 

cracks.

The saucer-shaped, lateral fractures, known to occur 

during unloading, cause extensive flaring in the iaage when 

an indent is viewed in plan with incident light. The 

sectioned indentations in soda glass showed clearly the 

shape and disposition of these cracks.

For fused silica, the appearance of the regions 

surrounding indentations is very different froa that on 

soda-liae-silica. Silica indentations coaaonly shatter at 

higher loads and this liaits the exaaination of the region 

beneath indentations. However, no sign of a pattern of 

intersecting lines like that found with soda glass was ever 

observed.

The general fora of the fractures accoapanying 

indentation of silica was the sane for all three indenterà.
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The indentation surface exhibited a aeries of irregularly- 

spaced, concentric "ring" cracks, and cone cracks, dipping 

steeply into the bulk, extended fros sose of these. Again, 

radial cracks appeared at the four indentation corners and 

could be found aa aedian cracks in section, while large, 

wing-shaped cracks were found below the apex of the indent. 

The general forsi of lateral and aedian cracking in silica 

is siailar to that in soda glass.

8.3 Coaparison With Previous Indentation Results

Previous authors have classified glasses as "nomai” 

or "anoaalous" in part according to whether flow lines are 

associated with Vickers indentations. So-called anoaalous 

glasses such as silica do not exhibit flow lines on the 

virtual sections of 136* indentations and it is usually 

argued that the indentations are produced by a process of 

coapaction of the glass network to give a denser material, 

Arora et al (1979), Hagan and van der Zwaag (1984).

The results described here show that for both soda- 

liae-silica and fused silica the distinctive fores of 

behaviour are also to be found with ISO' and 125* pyramidal 

indenterà and therefore cannot siaply be attributed to the 

differences between the tensile surface strain imposed by 

the indentar and that sustainable by the materials.

No new types of feature were found in the course of 

the present study: for all three indenterà, the 

distributions of lines and cracks are broadly siailar to 

those reported by earlier workers for Vickers indenters. 

However, some evidence in the virtual section of a ISO'
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indent in soda-liae-Bilica suggeatB that appreciable 

differences of scale can occur in the line patterns even on 

a single speciaen.

Lawn and Swain (1975) show that the disposition of 

these lines in noraal glasses correspond to the aajor shear 

stress trajectories beneath a point load on the surface of 

an isotropic elastic aaterial. Detailed exaaination of the 

line patterns under pyraaidal indentations« whether in plan 

after etching or in virtual section, provides only liaited 

views of what aust be a coaplex, three>diaensional set of 

intersecting surfaces. Nevertheless, the fact that the 

lines intersect and kink offers persuasive evidence that 

these are the traces of surfaces across which shear 

displaceaents large coapared with interatoaic distances 

have occurred; the traces revealed by etching indentations 

on uncracked speciaens, described in this work, lend 

confidence to the belief that these features are not Just 

artifacts caused by the sectioning technique.

Further support can be inferred froa the 

consistency of the behaviour of the lines in the patterns: 

the largest intersection kinks were invariably found on the 

aost proainent lines which occur towards the periphery of 

the deforaed zone, where the greatest displaceaent of 

aaterial is required; and these proainent lines show the 

fastest etching rates which in turn iaplies they are 

associated with the greatest structural disturbances, 

Paapillo (1972), a likely consequence of greater shear 

displaceaent across a surface whatever atoaic processes are 

involved.
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Ha^an and van der Zwaag (1984 ) claiaed to be able 

to recognise two separate types of line in the virtual 

sections of indentations on nornal glasses; ’’concentric” 

lines centred about the apex of the indentation and 

"spiral” lines that approach the indentation surface at one 

extreaity ( Figure 8.1 ). No such subdivision of flow lines 

was evident on any of the speciaens exaained in the course 

of the present study. Incidentally. Hagan and van der 

Zwaag also claiaed to recognise inhoaogenous densification 

in silica glass in the fora of densification contours. In 

the present study. the only features found with a 

corresponding configuration were the curved cracks 

illustrated in Figures 7.21a to 7.22 . The nature of these 

features is not too clear under optical aicroscopes and it 

aay be that exaaples of such fractures were aisinterpreted 

by the previous authors.

Ernsberger (1968) and Peter (1970) have suggested that 

at least United densification contributes to indent 

foraation in soda-line-ailica, citing as evidence a zone 

beneath the indentation which appears to exhibit a higher 

refractive index. Hagan and van der Zwaag ( 1984) have 

presented sections of 150* conical indentations that show 

"flow line free cores" siailar to those found in our 

experiaents for 150" pyraaidal indenters.

Our discovery of fine-scale flow lines between some 

major lines serves to emphasise the difficulty in 

deteraining whether the deforaation is always localised, 

with traces of the shear surfaces visible, or whether there 

is a contribution froa a quasi-hoaogeneous shearing of the
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network and (or) soae coapaction of the network structure. 

The critical evidence required to separate these 

possibilities is unlikely to be found using the present 

virtual sectioning techniques and pyraaidal indenterà.

Despite soae aabiguities in the overall picture, 

the occurrence of individual, well^spaced surfaces on which 

■ajor displaceaents occur iaplies at least partial 

inhoMogeniety in the response of the glass to the 

indentation stress field and raises the obvious question 

concerning what deteraines the positions of individual 

large-scale flow surfaces.

While it aay be that, as for crystalline aaterials, 

the displaceaent does not take place siaultaneously over 

the whole of the shear surface but in a progressive aanner, 

and a Volterra, elastic dislocation would aark the aoving 

boundary of the displaced aaterial on that surface, there 

will be no preferred slip planes and the atoaic 

configuration of the "dislocation” would probably not be 

regular or even the saae froa one position to another.

It has been suggested that the intersection kinks in 

flow line patterns act as the origins of the aedian and 

secondary radial cracks, Hagan (1980). In principle, one 

would expect soae fora of gap to be generated by the 

intersection of shear surfaces whatever the aechanisa 

responsible, but it is hardly necessary to go as far as 

Kagan and conpare flow line intersection in glasses with 

void fornation in crystals by the pile up of dislocations. 

Although the idea of kinks nucleating cracks is attractive, 

there is little direct evidence: certainly many cracks
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transect kinks, but it is not clear that the kink served as 

the origin; on a given virtual section, not all cracks 

transect a kink and not all kinks have a crack through 

them. Whatever their origins, the very different final size 

and configuration of the aedian and secondary radial 

cracks in soda glass oust be deterained by the stress 

distribution beneath the indenter.

Coaparing the fractures in soda glass with fused 

silica is interesting in this respect. In silica, although 

part of the aedian cracks still lie within the deforaed 

zone, there are no saall radial cracks and, obviously, no 

kinks since there are no detectable flow lines. Presuaably, 

the extremely high tensile stresses beneath the indenter 

are adequate to rupture the network and then drive a crack. 

It is worth noting that there would need to be at least 

three independent sites of aedian crack initiation to 

produce the radial cracks at all four corners which are 

usually visible on the indentation surface, since two 

cracks can not cross one another.

The ring and cone cracks formed in silica glass have 

been attributed to tensile stress at the contact boundary 

between glass and indenter. Although not regularly 

reported, such ring fractures are occasionally produced in 

soda glass, for example around the periphery of the 

indentation in Figure 7.14a . Perhaps the lower frequency 

of these fractures on soda-liae glass is due to the 

slightly lower stresses around the indenter ( reflected in 

a lower diamond pyramid hardness ) and the superior surface 

condition of commercial soda-lime-silica glass which



offers fewer surface flaws to initiate ring cracks. The 

surface ring cracks in sods glass very rarely» if ever» 

develop into cone cracks of the fors coaaon in silica. It 

aay be that this is because the downward growth of the 

cones is frustrated by subsurface radial cracks as appears 

to have occurred in the speciaen shown in Figure 7.3 .

8.4 Hodels of Glass Fracture

A fundaaental question concerning the aechanical 

behaviour of glass of soae interest» at least in the 

laboratory where the present experiaents were carried out, 

is "what role does flow play in the fracture of glass ?"» 

Cunasekera (1970)» Weidaann (1973)» Stavrinidis (1980) and 

Holloway (1983). The two series of experiaents described 

here have a direct bearing on this question and we should 

consider whether the results offer any new insights.

The spontaneous extension of cracks was of potential 

interest since it was thought the process nay have given 

aoae inforaation concerning crack tip processes and 

environaent-aensitive fracture. However, if our 

interpretation of the present results is correct and 

"spontaneous cracking" is sinply the extension of pre

existing aicrocracks by locally developed nechanical 

stresses, then the effect poses new probleas rather than 

shedding light on the fracture of glass.

The differences in the indentation behaviour of nnrnal 

and anoaalous glasses are not reflected in their tensile 

fracture behaviour. That plastic flow of soae fora occurs 

under an indenter has long been recognised but no sign of
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inelastic« permanent deformation has been detected 

accompanying fracture. However« the argument that 

plasticity also occurs during fracture on a scale that nay 

not leave visible evidence has received support» in part to 

explain why the fracture energy exceeds the surface free 

energy of glass.

Essentially two schools of thought have developed to 

describe the nature of the crack tip. On the one hand 

fracture is envisaged as the sequential ruture of atomic 

bonds at an atomically sharp tip, Lawn (1983). The process 

nay be influenced by the environnent» notably the attack of 

strained bonds at the crack tip by aqueous solutions» 

Hichalske and Freinan (1983), Nichalske and Bunker (1987). 

On the other hand, the tip is considered to be rounded by 

some fora of inelastic deformation in a zone ahead of the 

open crack; it is in this zone that extra energy is 

dissipated in the course of extending the crack, Hillig 

(1968), Weidnann (1973), and Weidaann and Holloway 

(1974a,b,c).

The results of the work described here offer little 

to support one or the other of these hypotheses. In the 

case of spontaneous cracking, it is evident fron the 

results for slow crack propagation under applied loads 

( Figures 3.14 and 3.15 ), that the alkaline solutions used 

do not directly aid bond rupture. However» what they can 

clearly provide, in the absence of an applied stress, is an 

additional source for the crack driving stress, as the 

result of none chemo-mechanical reaction. Therefore, no 

significance is nade of the fact that soda glass does not
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exhibit spontaneoue cracking; it is siaply that suitable 

cheaical reactions do not occur with this coaposition.

The use of pristine tensile strength to predict the 

peraanence of indents or the fora of deforaation that 

accoapanies thea is clearly incorrect. Indenters iaparting 

very low surface tensile strains persist in producing 

peraanent iapressions despite the fact that such strains 

can be accoaaodated elastically. In addition, the fora of 

deforaation appears the saae despite differences in surface 

strain. It would seea likely that the onset of the shear 

flow found in noraal glasses depends upon a coaplex 

criterion, involving the three diaensional stress state.

The aacroscopic strength of noraal artifacts of glass 

is governed by the presence of surface flaws and 

discontinuities which act as the origin of failures. Soae 

fora of shear or slip has been deaonstrated on localised 

surfaces in noraai glasses under an indenter and even 

though we can not specify the critical stress conditions 

required, there would appear to be no obvious reason why 

such flow should not occur in tension. So that, froa a 

logical point of view we could ask: if flow does not occur 

at least locally in normal glasses during fracture, why 

not?

If intersecting slip does initiate cracks, this aay 

explain why pristine strengths often coincide with the 

tensile yield stress calculated froa hardness nuabers after 

allowing for the unusually high strain, Marsh 11964a). This 

aight also account for the discrepancy between observed 

pristine strengths and theoretical values based on aodels



of perfectly brittle behaviour. However, the argument is 

not straightforward: anomalous glasses such as silica also 

exhibit similar correlation between pristine strength and 

hardness despite their different indentation behaviour.

8.5 Conclusion

The spontaneous fractures reported in this thesis 

appear to be stress driven and, if this is so, can shed no 

light on the nature of the crack tip or the fracture 

process in glass. However, that is not to say that the 

existence of such a process is not without practical 

significance and academic interest.

The indentation tests have shown that the criterion 

for permanent deformation beneath an indenter is certainly 

not simply the magnitude of tensile surface strain imposed. 

The patterns of cracks and lines previously found beneath 

Vickers indentations on soda and silica glass have been 

confirmed and their presence established for both 125 and 

150" pyramidal indenters. Some new detail has been 

observed; of particular interest is the discovery of very 

fine scale flow lines in soda glass as this raises the 

possibility that more homogeneous shearing may occur than 

had been previously envisaged. However, our observations do 

not preclude the possibility that densification contributes 

to the formation of an indent in both normal and anomalous 

glasses.

The possible ambiguities of virtual sectioning to 

explore indentation structure can now be avoided by etching 

normal, unsectioned indentations. Signs of the subsurface





APPENDIX

Antular Transducer: Operation and Calibration.

A d.c./d.c. angular position sensor I Penny and Giles 

Ltd. > was used in conjunction with the double torsion 

sachlne to aid the neasurenent of crack length in speciaens 

tested under applied load. The angular transducer was 

connected to the shaft of the main loading a m  and so 

directly seasured the rotation of this arm. The input 

voltage for the transducer was from a stabilised power 

supply < Coûtant Ltd. ) and the variable output was read 

with a digital multimeter ( Schlumberger Ltd. ) or 

continuously recorded using a flat-bed pen recorder 

( J.J. Instruments Ltd. ).

The transducer was calibrated using the equations 

derived by Timoshenko and Goodier (19701 to decribe the 

elastic response of double torsion specimens under four 

point bending. From this theory it can be shown that:

G s 3f2m: / pb'wl l-0.63b/w> [All

and also,
G : peb^w(l-0.63b/w) / 12L^ [A21

where y is the elastic shear modulus, f the force at 

each of the four loading points, m the distance between the 

loading points on one arm of the specimen, b the specimen 

thickness, w its width, 9 the angular deflection of the one 

half of the specimen under torsion ( in radians ) and L is 

the crack length. ( see Figure A.l ).

Eliminating G between equations A1 and A2 gives 

equation A3 which provides a relationship between 9 and L:





0 =  I 36L?f2ii2 / J*2b6wi < l-0.63b/w)2 ji/2 (A3] 

and by aubstitutinc for fa = FR, where F ia the force 

acting on the pulley wheel of the toraion aachine with a 

radiua R we finally obtain the relationship used for the 

calibration between angular deflection of the loading ara 

and the crack length:

0 =  ( 36L2(FR)2 / p2b&w2 (l-0.63b/w)2 ]i/i (a 4J

Speciaens of different thickness, width and under 

various loads ( hence propagating cracks over a range of

velocities ) were used during calibration. Using a

cathoaeter, the exact lengths of cracks were aeasured 

regularly together with the corresponding output voltage, 

V, froa the angular transducer. Then for these crack

lengths the angular deflection was calculated using

equation A4 and plotted against voltage.

A straight line relationship was found between 9 and V 

and a calibration factor equal to 0.02095 ♦ 2.9*10'5 

radians per volt was obtained fron the slope of this line.

Hence, during subsequent testing a voltage change dV 

was converted to an angular deflection AO and so to a crack 

propagation dl" Together with a aeasureaent of tine the 

crack velocity could be calculated.

Crack velocity aeasurenents node by this aethod were 

subject to a total error of 20.2* of which an unavoidably 

large contribution was provided by the standard deviation 

in the calibration of 0/V, vis 13.8*. The reaaining error 

was due to operational errors in the neasureaent of the 

specinen thickness and width and the radius of the torsion 

aachine pulley.
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